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Surtuil.ary 
The theory of inelastic solids involving thermodynamic. potential 
functions with internal variables is reviewed. 
Use is made of the condition for stable thermodynamic equilibrium 
in order to obtain dual minimum principles for the equilibrium state 
of a solid inelastic body. This leads to dual fonns of the incremental 
(or rate) theorems and their respective extended fonns. The extended 
static incremental theorem is applied to a pin-jointed truss and an 
algorithm suggested for solution of the ensuing progrannning problem. 
Numerical examples are given. 
A class of bounding theorems is also studied from the point of view 
of the potential functions. Bounds on the work and complementary work 
are obtained and properties of the bounding functions examined. Finally, 
the bound on a functional, which has been used to obtain general work 
and displacement bounds for dynamically loaded structures, is discussed. 
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Chapter 1. Thermodynamics and its application to strained solid continua 
1.1 Introduction 
In recent years various authors have shown that the framework of 
irreversible thermodynamics involving internal variables provides a unified 
approach to the study of strained inelastic solids. Suitable equations 
2. 
of state and kinetic or rate equations have been used by Kestin (1968, 1973):, 
Rice (1970, 1971), Kestin and Rice (1970 )_ and Martin U975e L to obtain the 
well-known constitutive equations for metals exhibiting linear and non-
linear creep and time-independent plasticity, the last involving either 
hardening or perfect plasticity. 
These successes with the constitutive equations suggest that this 
formalism may be exploited as a basis for the demonstration of structural 
theorems. The reasons for such an attempt are slightly different for the 
two classes of structural theorems which we will consider. The rate theorems 
of time-independent plasticity have a form which is reminiscent of certain 
minimum principles for the equilibrium state of a statically loaded body. 
We expect that this similarity and the physical basis for the rate theorems 
would be made explicit by the application of thermodynamic principles. 
The bounding theorems of time-independent and time-dependent plasticity 
have hitherto been proved for particular materials or classes of materials. 
That this can be done suggests that the different materials have some property 
or properties in common on which the theorems depend. Thermodynamics 
provides a general framework involving potential functions for the description 
of matter. We expect that the microscopic and macroscopic properties of 
individual materials would be expressed in general and succinct properties 
of the potential functions involved. The intention therefore is to illuminate 
and generalise certain structural theorems by proving them from the properties 
of the thermodynamic potential functions. 
Section 1.2 is a brief review of the basic concepts of thermodynamics 
and is taken from Callen (1960) and the review of Martin (1975d).. In 
section 1.3, using the ideas from section 1.2, we define state variables and 
discuss equations of state and kinetic equations for certain classes of inelastic 
materials. Sufficient conditions for stability are given. This section is 
taken largely from Kestin and Rice (1970) and Martin (1975e). In section 1.4 
we apply the conditions for thermodynamic equilibrium to loaded isothermal 
bodies. The connection between the equilibrium state and dual minimlun 
principles is discussed. 
Chapter 2 is concerned with the kinematic and static rate theorems. 
These theorems give the response of a time-independent inelastic structure 
to imposed load and displacement rates. The starting point for both 
theorems is the condition of thermodynamic equilibrium and extended forms 
of each are obtained. Chapter 3 deals with the application of the extended 
static rate theorem to a pin-jointed space truss, and numerical examples are 
given. 
3. 
Chapters 4 and 5 discuss bounding properties of the constitutive equations 
which are used in connection with deformation and bounding theories of 
plasticity. Chapter 4 is concerned with minimum work and maximum complementary 
work functions and paths, while Chapter 5 discusses the bound on a functional 
introduced by Ponter {1970L· 
We will limit discussion to small, isothermal deformations in all cases. 
1. 2 Review of classical thermodynamics 
1.2.1 The first law 
The internal energy of a system can be altered only by adding heat to it 
or by performing work on it or by altering the amount of matter present. For 
our purposes the last possibility may be ignored. Thus if heat dQ is added 
to and work dW is performed on the system, the change in the internal energy 
U is, by the conservation of energy, 
dU c: dQ + dW. (1) 
Equation l expresses the first laJ.V of thermodynamics. 
1.2.2 State variables and quasi-static processes 
The state of a thermodynamic system in equilibrium may be completely 
specified by its internal energy U and a finite number (n) of other independent 
extensive quantities x., i = 1,2, .... ,n. 
J_ 
For systems of interest to us 
the {x.} will be displacement variables. In passing from one equilibrium 
l 
state to a neighbouring equilibrium state, it is assumed that the states 
traversed by the system are describable in terms of {U,x.}. 
l 
Physically, 
this means that the system traverses a series of equilibrium states or 
undergoes a quasi-static process. 
l. 2. 3 The entropy maximum principle 
4. 
The basic problem in classical thermodynamics is to determine the 
equilibrium state of a system which has certain known conditions (constraints) 
imposed on it. Of all the states satisfying the constraints·, the constrained 
equilibrivJTI state is characterised by a maximum principle. .The quantity 
which is thus maximised is the entropy S, a potential function of the state 
variables {u,x. }. 
l 
1.2.4 Equations of state, reversible heat and work, the second law 
Entropy is an extensive quantity, is continuously differentiable and 
is a monotonically increasing function of the internal energy. This implies 
that the so-called fundamental equation S = S(U,xi) can be solved to give 
U = U(S,x.), an alternative form of the fundamental equation. U is 
l 
continuously differentiable and is a monotonic increasing function of S. 
The differential of U is 
(2) 
By definition, the thermodynamic temperature T is 
(3) 
and the (intensive) forces X. conj.ugate to the extensive variables x. are 
l i 
au X. = 0 = X.(S,x.). i xi 1 J 
Equations 3 and 4 are the equations of state of the system. 
(4) 
If they are 
known, the funda..~ental equation can be inferred to within an arbitrary 
constant. 
Equation 2 may be written 
dU = TdS + X.dx. 
l 1· 
= dQO + dWO, 
where 
dQo = TdS, 
dWo = X.dx., 
l l 
are termed the reversible heat and reversible work respectively. 






Considering equations 5 and 6 as giving the same small change in U 
as equation l we obtain 
dQ dW - dWo 
dS = - + T T (9) 
It is seen that the change in the entropy of the system may be split into 
two parts. One part is due to a quantity dQ of heat entering the system, 
the other is due to a difference between the work performed on the system 
and the reversible work. The latter is referred to as the entropy production 
within the system ds. 
ds = 
The second part of the second Zaw·states that 
dW - dWo 
T 
> o. 
1.2.5 The internal energy minimum principle 
(10) 
An isolated system is one for which the internal energy U is fixed. 
The equilibrium state of such a system maximises S(U,x.) subject to U 
l 
fixed and whatever constraints are imposed on the x. 's. The properties 
l 
of the entropy function are sufficient to ensure that this equilibrium 
state also minimises U(S,x.) subject to S fixed and the same set of 
l 




Now the minimum of U(S,x.) with S fixed but with no other constraints 
l. 
satisfies 
au - = x. = o. 
ax. l. (11) 
l. 
Thus the forces X. conjugate to unconstrained extensive parameters x. are 
l. l. 
zero in the equilibrium state. 
1.2.6 The Legendre transformations 
When we desire to express the fundamental equation and equations of state 
in terms of some or all of the intensive variables as independent variables 
we make use of the appropriate Legendre transformation. If we require 
T = au/as and {x.} as independent variableG we form 
l. 
.F = U(S,x.) - TS. 
l. 
The differential of F, is 
dF = TdS + X.dx. - (TdS + SdT) 
l. l. 
= - SdT + X.dx .. 
l. l. 
We see that ~ = F(T,x.) and 
l. 
(ff 
C3T = - S, 







are equations of state. 
of the system. 
t'(T,x.) is the Helmholtz potential or free energy 
l. 
Similarly we might require T = C3U/C3S and 
variables. We form -








of which the differential is 
dB, = SdT + x.dX .• 
l l 
We see that H = H(T,X.) and 
l 
aH 
aT = S' 
x.' l 
'· 
are equations of state. H(T,X.) is the Gibbs energy of the system. 
l 




Consider an isolated composite system consisting of a subsystem whose 
fundamental equation is U = U(S,x.) 1 in diathermal contact with a heat ' l 
source whose fundamental equation is 
of the composite system is 
The internal energy u 
c 
(21) 
A necessary condition for U to be a minimum at constant total entropy is 
c 
cu = o, 
c 
subject to 
Thus the unconstrained equilibrium state satisfies 
<SU = oU(S,x.) - T0 os 
c l 






Recalling the definition of the free energy (equation 12) we see that 
ou = 0 
c 
<=::> . . o .. F (T ;X.) 
.. 1 
0 (26) 
subject to T = T0 where F ' is the free energy of the subsystem. It is 
readily shown that oF = 0 at constant T is a minimum. We conclude that 
if the temperature of a system is known, then the unconstrained equilibrium 
state minimises the free energy at constant temperature. 
the free energy minimwn principle. 
1.3 Constitutive equations for inelastic materials 
1.3.1 State variables and equations of state 
This result is 
Consider a small element in a body of an inelastic material which is 
subjected to small deformations. Following Kestin and Rice (1970), the 
8. 
thermodynamic state of the element is assumed to be described by the temperature 
T, the macroscopic strain tensor £ij' and the internal variables Xa' 
a=l,2, .... ,n. 




If u.(x.) are the small displacements of a point in the element from some 
J_ J 
initial configuration, the strain tensor 
£ .. 
J.J 
= 1 (aui + auj} 
2 dX. dX.) 
J ]. 
£. . is defined by 
J.J 
(27) 
The internal variables Xa characterise the microstructural re-arrangements 
within the element and are in general necessary to complete the description 
of its state . They are assumed to be measurable but not directly controllable. 
. The fundamental equation of the element is assumed to be known and of the 
form 
f = f(T,£ .. ,x,.), 
J.J u. 
(28) 
where f is the free energy per unit volume. 
The equations of state are 
()f 
s = - ClT ' 
()f 
a .. =-
1J dE .. ' 1J 
()f x = - ax , Cl 
Cl 
where s is the entropy per unit volume, 
tensor and -X 
Cl 
are the "internal forces" 
Hence the differential of f is 
df = -sdT + a . . de:. j - x dX . iJ 1 a· a 
The Gibbs energy per unit volume is 
h = CJ •• E.j - f(T,E .. ,x ) · iJ 1 iJ a 
It follows that h = h(T,a .. ,x) and 
.1J a 





a.. is the Cartesian stress 
1J 






are equations of state. Hence the differential of h is 
dh = sdT + E .• do. . + x dX • 
J.J 1J a a 
For the special case where 




is constant, the strains, entropy per unit volume and free energy per unit 
volume may be split into elastic and plastic parts. To see this we consider 
£ .. (ak' n ,x') 
lJ x. a 
£~ • (x I) 
lJ a = 
= 
= £~.(ak'n) lJ . x, 
(~ 
0 
+ £~ • (x I) 
lJ a 
= 





Now if £ .. , X are independent state variables we can make use of the 
lJ a e 
division £ .. = £~. + £~.(x ) and use £ .. , X as independent state 
iJ lJ lJ a lJ a 
variables. In this case equation 32 becomes 
df = -sdT + e a . . de.. lJ lJ + x )dx a a (42) 
We will let state functions denoted by the superscript e be those associated 
with thermoelastic behaviour with X = 0. Thus a 















Subtractin.g equation 43 from equation 42 we obtain 
= = (45) 
and conclude that is independent of e E: ••• 
lJ 
Thus we may put 
e p ) f(T,E .. + E. · (X ,X ) 
lJ lJ Cl Cl 
= e( e p f T,s. .) + f (T,X ). 
lJ a 
(46) 
With equations 44, 
Sp e afP = s - s = - aT (47a) 
as~. 
a? a . . -2:.J.. - x = 
lJ ax a ax a a 
(47b) 
are the equations of state. 
Using equation 33, the Gibbs energy per unit volume in this case is 
h(T,a .. ,X ) 
· lJ a = 
e ) p ) p h (T,a .. . + a . . s .. (x - f (T,x ) , 
iJ iJ 1J a a 
where 
= a . . E ~ • - fe ( T' E ~ . ) • 
1J 1J 1J 
The equations of state are 
E: •• 
1J 





+ E~. (X ) , 
1J a 
p 
as. . "fp 
_2:_J_ - 0 0 





The splitting of E .. , s and f 
lJ 
into elastic and inelastic parts was 
demonstrated by Kestin and Rice (1970) for the case (ati/acrk£) = constant. 
The mechanical work per unit volume done on the element during a. small 
quasi~static change in strain 






The reversible work per unit volume is, on comparing equations 8 and 32, 
dW 0 = 0 .. dt:. . - X dX 
1J iJ a a 
Referring to equation 10, the entropy production per unit volwne is 
= 
X dX a a 
T 




which is required to be non-negative by the second part of the second. law. 
l. 3.2 The kinetic eouations 
In order to complete the description of the material we require 
phenomenological rate or kinetic equations giving the rates of change of 





which must always be satisfied along with the equations of state (equation 31). 
D(x ) 
. . Cl. 
T 





is required to be non-negative. 
( 55) 
We will now examine three examples of classes of kinetic equations used 
for time-independent and time-dependent plasticity in metals. 
(i) Linear and non-linear creep 
= (56) 
where ¢(Xa) is homogenous and of degree one in x a and n is an odd 
positive integer. The linear case occurs for n = 1. From equation 55 
Since Xa. is homogenous and of degree 
57 that D is homogenous and of degree 




ax a , 
X + ~ Xo a axB µ 
rt + 1 ---x 
n a 
1 ()D 
p + 1 ax.a 
n in X 
a 
(n + l)/n 
(57) 
it follows from equation 
. . 





where p = n Equation 58c is the inverse of equation 56. 
(ii) Viscoplasticity 
. 
{¢(X ) - ¢ }n E..P__ if ¢(X ) > <Po Xa. = a o ax a a 
(59) 
= 0 if ¢(X ) < <Po a ' 
where ¢(X ) is homogenous and of degree one in X n is an odd positive a a' 
integer and ¢
0 
is a constant. 
X for which X = 0. 
a ·a 
For this material· we have a range of values of 
This set is bounded by {X : ¢(X ) = a a which we term the yield surface. 
13. 
From the equation 
= x + 
Cl 
it is seen that 8D/8x' is discontinuous (multivalued) at x· - 0 Cl Cl-. 
(iii) Time-independent plasticity 
= (60a) 
where ¢(Xa) is a continuously differentiable single-valued limit function 




A > 0 if ¢ = 0 and ¢ = 0 
(60b) 
A = 0 if ¢ < 0, or ¢ = 0 and ¢ < 0. 
The set {X :¢(X ) = O} is termed the limit surface. a a Equations 60 are 
obtained in the limit as n tends to infinity in equation 56 (Martin,. 1975e). 
More generally, limit surfaces with corners are described by the kinetic 
equations 
m (i) ~i) 
= i~l A a ' Xa 
where ¢ ( i) (X ) is a continuously differentiable, single valued limit 
f t' h th t ¢(i) (X = O) < 0. ¢(i) (X) > 0 is not obtainable and unc ion sue ___ a a a 
> 0 if and ~ ( i) \fJ = 0 ' 
= 0 if A, (i) 0 'I' < , or and ~(i) 'I' < 0. 
We will restrict ourselves to single limit functions when discussing time-
independent plasticity. In all cases, however, the extension to more than 
one limit function is readily achieved. 
From the definition of D (equation 55) or by letting n +. oo we see 






As in viscoplastic behaviour, aD/a)ca, is discontinuous at Xa = 0. 
All values of X obtained from equation 61 with X f:. 0 lie on the a a 
limit surface ¢(Xa) = 0. . d~ 




Since the equation of state (equation 31) implies 
(62) 
equation 60a and its conditions (equation 60b) provide sufficient information 






Let us assume that 4>(Xa) = O in which case A = O if ( acp/aX0_):~~a < 0 
a~d A> 0 if (a¢/ax )X = O. As we will see in section 1.3.3, f(T,E: .. ,x ) a a lJ a 
is convex at constant T, so a 2f/axaax6 is positive definite. Thus 
equation 62 may be used to show that 
a2f .£.IL • > 0 <=> ~x < 0 ~ax ax t:ij ax ·.a ' lJ O'. a a 
· a2 f ~ . ~· £ .. < 0 <=> ax xa = 0 at: .. ax ax . lJ -lJ ()', ()', a 
Using equat{ons 6oa and 62 we may solve 
= 0 ' 
to give 
a2f .£.IL . € .• 
at: .. ax ax lJ 
/.. .iJ .. a 
()', 
= 
()2f Cl</> 9¢ 
Clxa.~XB ClX 3Xfi a. 
which is the value it takes if <jJ(Xa) = 0 and 











For all other cases 
:\ - · o . (64c) 
We note that >. = :\(¢,s .. ) may be obtained by minimising lJ 
I 
a2f 1L . a2f 1 l\2 .2.P_ ~ P(t.) = ;\ as .. ax ax sij + (65) 2 axaax8 axa ax8 . iJ Cl Cl 
with respect to variations in >. subject to \ > 0 if ¢(xa) = o, -
;\ = 0 if </>(X ) < o. 
Cl 
/ w.Ji. ¥-t ~, C04~J 
To see this we set dP/dt. = 0 and solve for >.. If 
a 2 f ~. < 0 as .. ax ax sij ' 
J.J Cl Cl 
the least value of p J. s given by equation 6l+a. If, however, 
a 2 f ~. > 0 as .. ax· ax sij ' 
lJ Cl Cl 
the least value of p subject to A > 0 is given by A. = 0. 
Alternatively, we may use equation 36 to obtain 
a2h • ----a .. 
ao .. ax lJ iJ (Y, 
+ (66) 
and, using equations 60a and £Ob, obtain A. uniquely for particular 
values of ¢(x ) and o ... 
iJ 
Let us assUllle that ¢(X ) = 0 in which Cl 
case 0 < 0 and > 
Cl . 
0 if (acp/aX )X = 0. 
Cl Cl 
= if (acp;ax )x 
Cl Cl 
concave with T,o .. 
J. J 
section 1.3.3 h(T,o .. ,x ) 
iJ Cl 
lS As we will see in 
constant so is negative definite. Thus equation 66 may be 
used to show that 
< 0 <=> < 0 ' (67a) 
> 0 <=> = 0 . (67b) 
16. 
Using.equations 60a and 66 we may solve 






aa . . ax 
lJ a 
For all 
= 0 ' 
a2h EL 
acr .. ax ax ·iJ a a 
a2h (lcp 
axaaxB ax-a 
the value it 
EL • 
ax a .. > lJ -a 
other cases 
A = o . 






takes if ¢(x ) = a 
0 . 
= A(cp,0 .. ) may be lJ 
a2h .Qi_ . Cl 2h = 
0 and 
obtained by 







with respect to variations in A subject to A > 0 if <P(x
0
) = O, 
A = o if cp(xa) < o. 
To see this we set dQ/dA = 0 and solve for A. If 
Cl 2h M_ . 
0 a .. > aa . . ax ax lJ -iJ · a a 
the maximum value of Q 
A > 0. -








lS given by equation 68a satisfying the constraint 
the maximum value of .Q subject to A > 0 is given by A = O. 
Equations 68 are the familiar equations of kinematic hardening plasticity 
giving the rates of change (or increments) of internal variables in terms 
of rates of change (or increments) of stress. The limit surface is 
¢(x,.,,(o . . ,X,)) = O, which may be interpreted as giving the curren·t 
"" '1.J "" 
yield surface in stress space. 
1.3.3 Sufficient conditions for stability 
In order to ensure global and material stability in the thermodynamic 
sense and in the sense of Drucker_ (195ll we assume for a particular 
temperature T0 that f(T 0 ,s .. ,x) and D(X"') are convex functions of 
lJ (Y, "" 
their respective auguments. The convexity of D is expressed by 
D( X') a, D( X") a > ~ ax a 
(x I 
x" a. a. 
(70) 
Materials which are completely or· partially time-independent (e.g. visco-
plasticity) have a discontinuity in Xa(XS) and 3D/3Xa at Xa = O. 
We see from equation 58a that 
= b} X.• = o} a 
Thus we may evaluate equation 70 at 
D(~) X*X' > 0 a a 
(71) 
= 0 to obtain 
(72) 
where X* is any point inside or on the Zimit surface ¢(X ) = 0 (time-a a 
18. 
independent plasticity) or the yield surface ¢(Xa) = ¢0 ( viscoplastici ty). 
Equation 72 may be written 
(X - X*)X > 0 , a a a (73) 
.. 
wr.ere Xa and Xa are related through the kinetic equations. For time-
independent plasticity, inequality 73 expresses the maximum plastic work 
principle. Martin (1975bl has shown that the Drucker stability condition 
is implied by the convexity of f(T 0 ,s .. ,x) and inequality 73. 
iJ a 
We now show that the convexity of f(T 0 ,s .. ,x) 
iJ a 
at constant Xa and the concavity at constant a . . 
e ( o e ) p lJ the convexity of f T ,s.. and f (T 0 ,x ). 
iJ a 
implies the convexity 
of h(T 0 ,o .. ,x ), and 
lJ a 







lJ Cle: .. 
lJ 




lJ ' Cl 
" II E: •• 'x l.J a 




(e:! . - e:'.'.} 
lJ lJ 
df <x' - x") 
. (lf I 
d£. • II II 
lJ s .. 'x lJ a. 
a a ax 
Cl e:'.' . x" 
lJ' Cl 
( , " ) " c , x" ) x" e: .. - e: .. a . . - X -




are the equations of state, (equations 30 and 31). 
be written as 
Thus inequality 74 may 
a'.' . e: '.' . - f ( e: '.' . 'x'' ) - fo ! . e: ! . - f ( e: ! . 'x, ) } 
lJ lJ lJ Cl lJ lJ lJ Cl 
> (a~'. - a!.)e:!. - (x' - x")x" 
lJ lJ lJ Cl Cl Cl 
(76) 
where a!. = a .. (e:!. ,x'). 
lJ lJ lJ Cl 
Noting equations 33, 35 and 36, inequality 76 
may be written 
h(a~·. x") _ h(a!. x') > (cr·.·. - cr! .) ~I 
lJ' Cl lJ' Cl lJ l.J aa. . a'. x" 
lJ ij' a 
Clh <x' - x") a a ax 
Cl 
.. (77) 






0 ,a .. ,x ). 
lJ Cl 
Putting· a!. = a'.'. inequality 77 
lJ lJ 
h(a! .,x") < (x' - x") ~h I 
lJ a. a a . Xa a!. ,x" 
iJ a 
. (.78} 
which expresses the concavity at constant a .. 
iJ 
of h(T 0 ,a .. ,X' ) • 
iJ ''a 
We now consider materials for which £. . = £~. + £~. Cx ) , 
iJ iJ iJ a e ). p f = f(T,£ .. + f (T,x ). Inequalities 74 and 75 may be written 
iJ . a 
fe(£: 1.) fe(£~ 1!) + fP(x') fP(x") > ( e' - £:'!)a'.'. £ .. iJ iJ a a - iJ iJ iJ 
p ()£ .. 
20. 
+ (x' - x")(a~'. ~- x ) ' (79) a a iJ ax a a 
since 8£.~/ax is an array of constants. Putting X' = x" in this a a iJ a 
inequality yields an inequality expressing the convexity of fe(E~ .), 
iJ 
while putting 




e" £ .. 
iJ 
yields an inequality 
1.3.4 Continuous thermodynamic systems 
expressing the convexity 
All of the previous section refers to a single element of the mater,ial. 
A body of finite volume V may be considered as consisting of a discrete 
set of such elements. In the limit as the volume of each element tends 
to zero we assume the principle of local state as in Kestin and Rice (1970) . 
The thermodynamic state of a point x. in the body is described by the i 
temperature T(x. ) , strains . £ .. (x. ) and the internal variables X (x.) i iJ i a i 
at that point. These state variables are field quantities over v. If 
x. are Cartesian coordinates and u. (x.) ·is the small, continuously 
i i J 
differentiable displacement field from some initial relaxed configuration, 
the strain tensor field £ .. (x.) is defined by equation 27. Unlike other 
iJ i 
field quantities the internal variable field X (x.) does not satisfy any 
a· i 
continuity conditions. Th~ fundamental equation is the free energy per 
unit volume f(T(x. ),£ .. (x; ),x (x. )), which we assume is known. The equations 
i iJ i a i 
of state are field equations and are as expressed in equations 29, 30 and 
s, stresses 0.. and internal 
iJ 
31. They give the entropy per unit volume 
forces x a as functions of the state variables at each point in the body. 
The free energy F of the body is 
F = J fdV . 
v 
We define the Gibbs energy per unit volume h at each point by 
(80) 
equation 33. 
H = f hdV -.-
V 
The Gibbs energy H of the body is 
(81) 
Equations 80 and 81 are the forms· of the fundamental equation we will 
require si·nce we deal with isothermal deformations. 
The second part of the second law is assumed to be satisfied locally, . 
i.e. that ~ > 0 ever.rwhere. Since temperature gradients are assumed 
to vanish throughout the body, the entropy production rate per unit volume 
at each point is 
. 
~ (x. ) 
i 
= (82) 
All the equations in section 1.3.2 go over to the continuous case 
unchanged, and the sufficient conditions for stability are assumed to be 
satisfied at each point. 
1.4 Equilibrium of a loaded body 
Consider a body of volume V and surface S consisting of a inelastic 
material covered by the assumptions in section 1.3, subject to small, 
isothermal deformations. The displacement of a point in the body is 






) are the Cartesian coordinates 
of the point. Following the assumption of small displacements the strain-








The body is subjected to constant conservative body forces 
(83) 
,,... 
F. on V, 
i 
21. 









on the remainder of the surface S . 
u 
1. 4 .1 The free energy minimum principle 
We now examine the consequences of the free energy minimum principle 
when applied to such a loaded body. 
The free energy of the composite system consisting of the body at 
temperature TO and the applied forces is 
F = f f(T~E .. ,X )dV -· iJ a. 
v f 
r-









At any instant, the equilibrium state is that which minimises F with 
respect to variations in unconstrained variables. 
the system are 
The constraints on 
£.. = iJ 
u. = i 
= 
l (au. au.) __ i + __J_ 
2 ax. ::ix. 
J i 
,. 
s u. over 
1 u ' 
t 
I xa(T)dT over 
0 
over v, . (85a) 
(85b) 
v, (85c) 
where the history 
X (T), 0 < T < t, 
a 
X ( T), 0 < T < t, 1s determined by the history · 
Cl - -
through the kinetic equation 
= 
It follows that the only unconstrained variations are 
satisfying the incremental form of equation 85a and 
.0£·. and lJ 
ou. = 0 over 
i 
The variation 1n F due to such variations is, to first order, 
OF = I 
v 
0 .. oE: .. dV 
iJ iJ J F. ou.dV i i 
v 








where we use equation 30. Substituting for -OE •. from the incremental 
lJ 
form of equation 85a and using 0 .. 
iJ = 0 .. ' Ji 
oF = J. f--;f- (0 .. ou.) 
~ox. iJ i 
v J 
a )--;:_- ( 0 .. ) ou. dV 
ox. iJ i 
J 





On using Gauss' theorem and the constraint au. = 0 over S , 
.. l. u 
= f ( 
ao. . .., J J --.:.2:.J.. .. 
- ·"'· + F. Ou.dV + ox. l. l. . J . . v s 
p 
..... . 
(o . . v. - P. )Ou.dS 
l.J J .l. l. 
where v. is the unit outward normal over S. 
J 
Thus oF = 0 for arbitrary ou. if and only 
l. 
Clo •• 
"" ~ + F. = 0 over v ax. l. ' 
J 
.... 
a .. v. = P. over s 





The convexity of 
minimum of F. 
f(T 0 ,e: .. ,x) implies that this stationary point is the 
l.J a 
Equations 89 are the equilibrium equations for the body. 
It is seen that the minimilln free energy principle is a generalisation 
of the kinematic minimum principle of Colonetti (1918, 1950). 
1.4.2 The Gibbs energy minimum principle 
J 
It is sometimes useful to use the stresses o. . and internal variables 
l. J 
Xa as the independent state variables. We will therefore obtain a dual 
minimum principle in terms of these quantities for the equilibrium state of 
the same loaded body. Equation 86 is 
oF = J ofdV 
v 
I o(F.u. )dv . l. l. 
v 
I o(P.u. )ds, l. l. 
s 
p 
which on using Gauss' theorem may be written as 




s Clo .. 
--2:.J.. + F. = 0 over V ax. l. 
J 







a . . v . = P. over S 
iJ J i p (92b) 
A field a~. -
iJ 
satisfying equations 92 is· termed s·t;atieaUy admissible 






cScr .. v . 
iJ J 
-· 0 .over V , 
= 0 over S 
p 




We have seen that the condition cSF = 0 implies that the stress field 






is statically admissible (equations 89). Thus i~ cSF = 0 we may certainly 
replace 
s 
(J • • 
iJ 
by in equation 91~ which may then be written 
cSF = J
. (_ Clf cS 
l~ £ij 
v . iJ 





£ .• cScr .. dV + 
iJ iJ f 
oa~ .v.u.ds 









s ocr .. dV 
iJ 
£ .. cScr~ . )Jdv 
iJ lJ J cScr~ .v.u.ds iJ J i 
v 





on noting equation 35. We remark that in equation 94b, cr .. = af/a£ .. 
iJ iJ 
is the statically admissible stress field which is the solution to the 
problem. Defining the Gibbs energy of the system by 
J h ( T~ a . . , X ) dV iJ a 
v 
I o .. v .u. dS iJ J i 
s 
u 
we see that, at constant x· 
0. 
cSF = 0 
subject to £. . and u. 
iJ . i 
satisfying equations 85a <=> 
and 85b 
(95) 
&l = 0 
subject to o .. 
satisfying eq~~tions 92 '(96 ) 
Due to the convexity at constant X . of h(T0 -,o .. ,x ) as discussed in 
a 1.J a 
section 1.3.3, the stationary point of .If is the minimum of .JL This 
result is the Gibbs energy minimum principle. 
We will now show that if H is stationary subject to the conditions 
£ .. = ah/ao. . and the displacement 
lJ 1.J 
stated above then the strain field 
field u. 1. satisfy the strain-displacement relations (equations 85a and 
85b). Consider variations in H due to variations 








(97) = e: .. oo .. dV o . . v .u. dS 
1. J 1.J 1.J J 1. 
v s 
u 
where we use equation 35. 
Equation 97 may be written 
Let u. be a displacement field over V. 
oH = f £ .. Oo~ .dV 
1.J 1.J 
v 





f oo~ .v.G.dS 1.J J 1. 
s 
I cSo~ .v.u.dS 1.J J 1. 
s 
u 
where we use equation 93b. Using Gauss' theorem, equation 93a and 
s s oa .. = cSo .. , equation 98 becomes 
1.J J ;i.. 
oR = . I [e: .. - l raui + 5-)] ocr~ .dV 
1J 2 tax .. ax. 1J v J . 1. . . 
+ 
oH = 0 arbitrary s if and Thus for 00 .. 
1J 
i (aui + 5-J ~r £ .. = over 1.J 2 ax. dX. 
J 1. 
"'· s u. = u. over 
l 1. u 
only if 
G.)ocr~ .v.dS • 





It 1s seen that the Gibbs energy minimum principle is a generalisation 
of the static minimum principle of Colonetti (1918, 1950). 
The relation between the strain~displacement equations, the equilibrium 
25. 
26. 
equations and the minimum principles may be expressed by 
oF = 0 subject to oH = 0 subject to 
1 . au. fo. . ()er •• e: .• = 2 (-1. + a/) over v l.J +, F. = 0 over v l.J ax. ax.- l. 
J l. J 
u. = G. over s <=> er •• v • = P. over s 
l. l. u l.J J l. p 
t 
I . dt v \x xa xa = xa over 
0 
A 
= xa. over v 
(1011 
1 (()ui auj) v e: •• 2 + over l.J ()x. ax. 
J l. 
u. G. over s 
l. l. u 
() cr • ·• 
<=> l. J + F. 0 over v ax.- l. 
J 
er •• v • = F. over s 
l.J J l. p 
xa = xa. over v 
The last set of equations comprise the full set of field equations for 
the body; if u. ,e:. . and xa. 
l. l. J 
are the unknown independent fields over v, 
this set and the knowledge of the history of enable us to.calculate 
the state of the body. 
Chapter 2. The incremental theorems for time-independent plasticity 
2.1 Introduction 
The minimum principles for the rate or incremental problem in 
time independent plasticity have been the subject of study over a number 
of years. The principles were first established in a weak form by 
Prager (1942, 1946), and extehded to smooth yield surfaces by Hodge and 
Prager (1948). The conventional form for smooth yield surfaces was 
finally given by Greenberg (1949a, 1949b). Koiter (1953) further 
generalised the principles to cover singular yield surfaces. Further 
discussions of the conventional form of the minimum principles have 
been given by Hill (1956), Drucker (1958), Koiter (1960) and Hodge (1968). 
In this conventional form the rate (or incremental) problem is 
considered as a boundary value problem in which traction or displacement 
rates are specified on the surface S of a body of volume V. The stress . 
rates a .. are required to satisfy the rate form of the equilibrium 
iJ 
27. 
equations, and the strain rates £,. and the displacement rates u. are iJ i 
required to satisfy the strain rate, displacement rate relations. The 
constitutive equations are given in terms of stress rates a .. and total 
iJ 
ll 
strain rates £... These equations depend on the previous stress or 
iJ 
strain history, and take a different form depending upon whether an 
element of material is elastic or plastic and unloading or plastic and 
loading. 
An alternative approach has been presented more recently by the Italian 
school. This approach is based on the work of Colonetti (1918, 1950) who 
considered elastic bodies subjected to loading and imposed inelastic 
strains. The solutio,n is given as the superposition of two elastic 
problems, one involving loading and no inelastic strains, and the other no 
loading and imposed inelastic strains. A rate (or incremental) form of 
approach can also be given. 
Ceradini (1966) and Maier (1969) ih the static and kinematic cases 
respectively considered what additional requirements must be imposed if the 
inelastic strain rates, the elastic strain rates and the stress rates must 
satisfy the plastic constitutive relations. This resulted in two new 
minimum principles of a quadratic progranuning form: quadratic functions 
of the plastic strain rates must be minimised subject to linear inequality 
constraints. Ceradini's theorem was derived directly from the conventional 
form, while Maier used quadratic programming arguments to establish the 
kinematic form. It was shown by Martin (1975c) that Maier's theorem 
follows from the conventional form of the kinematic theorem if use is 
made of a further property of the constitutive relation in the form of an 
inequality concerning an arbitrary division of strain rate into elastic and 
plastic parts. This result was further generalised by Martin (1975a) who 
gave directly a quadratic prograrmning. form of the kinematic minimum 
principle iri which total strain rates and plastic strain rates are variables 
and the principle of superposition is not used. 
Recently, attention has also been given to internal variable theories 
of plasticity which have a sound thermodynamic basis. This work suggests 
the problem of basing the minimum principles of the rate problem on the 
appropriate thermodynamic minimum principle for statically loaded bodies 
undergoing isothermal deformation. This does not appear to have been 
considered in previous work where, for example, the formal relation between 
the classical potential and complementary energy theorems of elasticity 
and the rate theorems of plasticity have not been formally explored. 
It is the intention of this chapter to study this relation. We begin 
by considering the kinematic theorems in section 2.2. The free energy 
minimum principle is applied to two adjacent states of loading to give an 
equilibrium condition which is a form of Colonetti's kinematic principle in 
incremental form. Inclusion of the properties of the limit function yields 
28. 
the conventional kinematic minimum principle in terms of the incremental 
strains alone and finally the extended minimum principle in terms of 
incremental strains and internal variables. In section 2.3, using stresses 
and internal variables as independent parameters of state, we apply the Gibbs 
energy minimum principle to two adjacent states of loading to obtain an 
incremental form of Colonetti's static principle. Inclusion of the 
properties of the limit function yields the conventional static minimum 
principle in terms of ·incremental stresses and internal variables. Finally, 
in section 2.4 we note that the incremental theorems may be reduced to rate 
theorems. 
2.2 The kinematic incremental theorems 
Consider a body of volume V and surface S? consisting of a time-
independent plastic material and subject to small isothermal deformations • ... 
The body i~ subjected to time-dependent body faces F.(t) over V, 
... 1. 
tractions P.(t) on part of the surface S and displacements u.(t) 
1. p 1. . 
on the remainder of the surface S . Omitting reference to temperature, 
u 
the state of the body at time t is described by the strain and internal 
variable fields £ .. (t) and x (t) over V. The displacement field 
l.J a. 
over V is u. (t) and satisfies 
1. 
u.(t) = u.(t) over s 
1. 1. u 
The strain-displacement relations are 









over v . 
(la) 
(lb) 
Evidently we may apply the free energy minimum principle at an instant 
29. 
t = t • 
0 
As we have seen in section 1.4, this enables us to calculate the 
state of the body provided the constrained internal variable field is known. 
We will assume that this is the case and that x (t ) = x* over V. 
CL 0 CL 
The strain field e: .• (t) = e:~. and the displacement field u.(t) = u~ 
1.J 0 l.J 1. 0 1. 
satisfy equations 1 and, from equations 101 of chapter 1, the stress field 



















F. (t ) = 0 
1. 0 
p. (t ) over 
1. 0 
1. s the unit 
Clf 
axa. d. x* 
lJ,.CL 
over v ' (2a) 
s p (2b) 
outward normal over s. The internal forces 
must satisfy the ~imit condition <j>(X*) 
a 
< o. 
We now consider the (new) system at time· t = t + flt where flt 
0 
is small. The imposed loads and displacements have been increased by 
(\ ,.. ,.. 
/lF. = F.llt, t:..P. 
i i i 







t.u. = G.t.t. Let the increase in the 
i i 




£~. + !'.£ •• 
iJ iJ 
and x * + llx · · The dependent variables become cr :". + l'.cr .. a a 




Clearly we may apply the free energy minimum principle to this new 
system and assert that 
f f 
... 




(P .. + llP.) (u~ + flu. )dS , i i 1 i 
s 
p 
.must be a minimum subject to the constraints 
= _21 [a• xa . . a J £~. +flt:.. (u~ +flu.) + -~~ (u~ + /lu.) 
iJ iJ J 1. i o xi J J 
over V , 
u~ + flu. = G. + L'.G. over S 
i 1 1 1 u 
x* + llx is fixed over V • 
a a 
Since equations 1 are satisfied by 
equations 4 imply 
t:~ .. and u~ and since x* 
iJ 1 a 




l.J 2 ax. ax. 
J i 
flu. = L'.G. over v 
1 1 ' 
llx is fixed over .V. a 









Incremental fields flu. and ll£ .. satisfying equations Sa and Sb will 
i iJ 
be termed kinematicaZZy admissible. 
Qe note that to second order we may put 
. ··Sf . cf 
f (t.~. ,x*} + -".\-- IJ.e •• + ~ /J.x = 
lJ a 11£.. lJ ·axa a 
lJ 
All derivatives are evaluated at e~ .,~*· 
lJ a 
Since variations in e* . . + lie . . , if. + /J.U. may be treated as 
lJ . lJ 
variations in !St. .. , ll._U. and denoted 




·[J <r~ ·OE: .. dV l.J 1J 
v 
f 6.F.au.dV 1 1 v 
in F lS 










We require that = 0 for arbitrary variations oe . . , <Su. such that 
1J 1 
But we know that AE:·. +OE:•., AU· +au. are kinematically admissible. 
1J 1J 1 1 
the first set of terms within square brackets vanishes for such variations 
since it gives the first variation of the free energy of the system at 
time t - t • 
0 
(See equations 86 - 89 of chapter 1). 
the remaining terms vanishes implies that 
f/J.;. !J.u.dV . 1 1 
v 
+ 
f t.P • bu. dS . 1 1 
s 
p 
a2f } --- lit. . . A'' dV 0 f:.• • 0)( lJ 'Aci, 
1J a 
That the sum of 
(8)_ 
32. 
is stationary with respect to variations in the kinematically admissible 
4 .. , Au. with 6;x held constant. Due to the convexity of f(£ v-·) 
P lJ L o; ij ' "a ' 




· · · ·. a2.f · 
+ 
· ·a 2f 
a£ .. ax· 
1J a £~. x* 
1J, a 
(9) 
it is readily established that nP is stationary if and only if 
.. ab.a • • 
lJ + 6F. = 0 over v ax. l. ' 
J (10) 
"' 
6.a • • v. = 6.P. over s 
lJ J l. p 
These equations are the incremental equilibrium equations. Equation 8 
is the incremental form of the kinematic minimum principle obtained by 
Colonetti. 
In order to complete the solution of the incremental problem we need 
to ascertain 6x • 
a 
Returning to equations 60a and 64 of chapter 1 we see 
that in their incremental form they give 6x as a function of ~(X*) and 
a a 
6£... Substituting for 6x 
lJ a 
from the incremental form of these equations 
into the second set of terms within square brackets in equation 7 we see 
that 
( a2 f 2-LJ ( a 
2 
f a~ J 
f ( . a
2 f 
a£ .. ax ax ae:k,Q, ax6 
3X 6£k,Q, 
1J a a B M:. 
a£ij ae:k,Q, k,Q, 
( a
2
f ~ ~J v axaaxs ax ax8 a 
f 6F .ou.dV f 6P.ou.ds = 0 ' l. 1 l. 1 
v s 
p 













We may readily establish that equations 11 and 12 imply that the 






with respect the kinematically admissible 
wP 1 a2f = 2 Clt.ijClt.k.Q, 








. (' (l2f 
1
. cit. •• ax·. 




-- flt. .. ax iJ 
a. 




Cl<j> ) ·-- Lle .. axa. iJ · 
lL 2-L) ax ax
6 a. 
< o, 
Alternatively, using equations 64 of chapter 1 and equation 9 
= 





where flcr .. is the stress increment associated with l:J.t... through the 
iJ iJ 
constitutive relations. 
This result is the classical incremental theorem given in the form 
of Greenberg (1949a, 1949b). 
33. 
We now make use of the minimum principle given in equation 65 of chapter 
1 in order to obtain t:J.x (<j>,t:J.t. .. ). 
a. iJ . 
It is seen that 
= + min.{~(I,)} 




subject to _ I. > 
wP = iJl' when 
We define 
0 
For any given field 
!J.e • • !J.ek 
1-J 9, 
+ p (>.)_ 
· · · a2 f · a¢ 
+ -"--a- -ax !J.ei·J·" 0£ •• x 
1-J a a 















le .. (x.) 
]_ J ]_ 






subject to I. > 0 if ¢(X*) 
a 






-p 'Vp u = u if we minimise wP with respect to I. subject to these constraints 
in a pointwise fashion throughout the body. We may then further assert 
that the incremental solution is given by the least value of lfP with 
respect to kinematically admissible fields tiu., tie .. and with respect to 
]_ 1-J 
A subject to I. > 0 if <j>(X*) 0 and I. 0 if <j>(X*) < 0. 
a a 
This is the extended minimum principle given by Martin (1975a). 
2.3 The static incremental theorems 
Again, consider the problem of a body of time-independent plastic 
material of volume V and surface S1- subject to small isothermal deformations 
with time-dependent body forces F. (t) over V, tractions P.(t) over S ~ ]_ ]_ p 
and displacements G.(t) over S . Let the displacement field over V be ]_ u 
u.(t). We use the stress and internal variable fields o .. (t) and x (t) 
i 1-J a 
35. 
over V to describe the state of the body at time t. 
Evidently_we may apply the Gibbs energy minimum principle at t = t • 
0 
As we have seen in section 1.4, this allows us to calculate the state 
of the body provided the constrained internal variable field is known. 
We will assume that this is the case and that ~a(t0 ) = X~ over V. 
From equations 101 of chapter 1, the stress field er-•• (t) = er~. satisfies 
l.J 0 l.J 
qQ"~. 
l.J + F. (t ) = 0 ~ l. 0 
J 
a~. v. = p. (t ) over 
l.J J l. 0 
The strain field 
e: ~. 
l.J 
= ah acr .. 
l.J cr1. x* 
l.J ' a 
over v ' 
s 
p 












u~ = G.(t) over S 
l. l. 0 u 
The internal forces 
x* a 
ah 
a-x-a a~. x* 
l.J, a 
over v ' 
must satisfy the limit condition 
= u~ satisfy 
l. 






We now consider the (new) system at time t t + /it where /it 
0 
is small. The imposed loads and displacements have been increased by 
,. ;., 
small amounts /iF. F .t:.t, 
l. l. 
in the displacement field over 
the new system by (}~. + ML. 
l.J l.J 
become £~. + Ll£ •• , x* + f1X . 

















= u.t:.t. Let the increase 
l. 
represent the state of 
The dependent variables 
Clearly we· may apply the Gibbs energy minimum principle to this ·new 
system and assert that 
H = I h(cr~. + ticr .. , x* + tix )dV I (CJ'! . + tiCJ .. )v.(G. + tiG.)dS ' l.J l.J a a l.J l.J J l. i v s 
u 
must be a minimum subject to the constraints 
a - ( cr 1 . + ticr . . } 
ax. iJ iJ 
J 
+ F . ( t ) + t..F • 
i 0 i 
0 over V , 
( cr1 . + ticr .. ) v . 
iJ iJ J 
P.(t) + t..P. over S 
i 0 i p 
x* + tix is fixed over V • 
a a 
Noting equations 20a and 20b and that x* a is fixed, equations 23 imply 
atia ij 
+ /:JF. = 0 over v ax. i ' 
J 
/:Jcr •• v . = 6.P. over s l.J J i p 









An incremental stress field satisfying equations 24a and 24b will be termed 
statically admissible. 
We note that to second order we may put 
h(o1. + tia . . , x.~ + tix) iJ iJ · "' a 
= h(cr1. ,x*) iJ Ct . 
· ah 
+ -- tia .. acr.. iJ 
iJ 
+ 
All derivatives are evaluated at a·* . x*. 
ij ' Ct 
ah 








Since variations in q'}. + b..q-.. may be treated as 
1-.) . lJ 
and denoted by QQ'; • ' the corresponding variation 
lJ 
D d.Q(J' .. dV lJ iJ 
v 
[1 
I t.u . 0 a. . \) . dsj i iJ J s . 
u 




in -H is 
We require that oH = 0 for arbitrary variations oa.. such that 
i] 
(26) 
t.a .. + oa .. is statically admissible. But we know that the first set of 
iJ iJ 
terms within square brackets vanishes for such variations since they give 
the first variation in the Gibbs energy of the system at time t = t • 
(See equations 97 - 100 of chapter 1). 
terms vanishes implies that 
That the sum of the remaining 




2h } a a t.cr .. t.x d v 
O' •• x iJ a 
iJ a 
is stationary for variations in the statically admissible t.cr.. with 
iJ 
of h(o .. , x ), 
iJ a 
0 
held constant. Due to the convexity at constant xa 
(see section 1.3.3), Ve takes its least value under 
Since 
these conditions. 
t.e . . 
iJ ao .. aa1.n iJ l\JV ao .. ax iJ a o1. x* iJ, a 
tJ.x . 
a ·' 






= .!. (at.ui 
2 ax. 
.a6u.J + __ J 









These equations are the incremental strain-displacement relations. Equation 
27 is the incremental form of the static minimum principle obtained by 
Colonetti. 
In order to complete the solution of the incremental problem we need 
to ascertain fix . 
ct 
Returning to equations 60a and 68 of chapter 1, we 
see that in their incremental form, they give fix · as a function of 
ct 
and Licr. .• Substituting for fix 
1J ct 
from the in.cremental form of these 
<P (X*) 
ct 
equations into the second set of terms within square brackets in equation 









a crkt a xct 
M5.. 
acr ij acrkR. 1J 
I Liu.ocr .. v.ds = o , 1 1J J 
s 
u 





h d<j> d<j> J 
axaaxs axa ax6 , 




acr .. ax 
1J a 
a<1> ax ficr ij 
a 
> 0 • 
(30) 
(31) 
We may readily establish that equations 30 and 31 imply that the incremental 
solution is given by the least value of 
'VC I c f t:,.G.Licr .. v.ds (32) v = rl (LiCJ .. )dV 1J 1 1J J 
v s u 
with respect variations in the statically admissible field /:,.(5 •• ' where 1J 
2 
· ( . a2h ~t /:;crijJ 




when <j> ex*) = 0 and a 





Alternatively, using equations 68 of chapter 1 and equation 28 
= 1 --2 /J.(J •• !J.t: ••• l.J iJ 
(33b) 
(34) 
where !J.E •• is the strain increment associated with !:.<J·· through the 
iJ l.J 
constitutive relations. 
This result is the classical static incremental theorem given in the 
form of Greenberg (1949a, 1949b}. 
39. 
Returning to equation 69 of chapter 1, it is seen that for a particular 
/J.cr •• , the value of A which satisfies the limit condition maximises 
iJ 




+ aa .. ax iJ a 
(35) 
subject to A > 0 if cp (X*) 
a 
0, A = 0 if cp(X*) < O. It 
a 
follows that for any particular field t:.CT!. (x.), the field A1(x.) which iJ i i 
satisfies the limit condition at each point maximises 
f ~(!:.a!. ,A)dV iJ 
v 




in a pointwise fashion throughout the body subject to . A > 0 if cp (X*) 0, 
a 
A < 0 if cp(X*) < O. Alternatively, let ~(x.) be associated with a 
a i 
particular field !:.a! . (x. ) 
i J i 
VC (!:.CT! • , A) . < 
iJ 
~( ' ') V {).a • • , A: . 
l.J 
through equations 68 of chapter 1. Then 
(37) 
for all A subject to A > 0 i.f; cj>(X*l_ ::: 0, 
~ 
A = 0 if cj> (X*l_ < 
a. 
Returning to equation 27, it is seen that for a particular field 
flx'(x.) = A1(x.}{acp/ax}, the field Ll.cr·!.(x.) which satisfies the a i · i a l.J i 
incremental strain-displacement relations (equations 29) minimises 





-C ( I ') V flcr .. , X l.J . < 
-C I V (flcr- .. ,X) , 
l.J 
(381. 
for all statically admissible /J.(J •• 
l.J • 
Thus if the fields ti.er!. (x.), flx' (x.) A.'(x.)Ocj>/dX } where 
l.J i a i i a. 
acp/ax is evaluated at X*, are the solution to the static incremental 
a a. 
problem, then from inequalities 37 and 38 we see that 
. -=-=C 
V (flcr ! . ,A.) 
l.J 
-c( ' ') < V 6.cr . . ,X 
l.J 
< tf-(flcr· .. ,~) 
l.J 
for all statically admissible fields 





and for all fields A. 
0 if cj>(X*) < 0. 
a 
(39) 
The solution to the statically formulated incremental problem thus 
satisfies a minimum~maximum principle; tf- is minimised with respect to 
the statically admissible stress field 6.cr.. and maximised in a pointwise 
l.J 
fashion with respect to the partially constrained internal variable field 
2.4 The rate theorems 
All the incremental theorems discussed in this chapter may be reduced 
flx • 
ct 
to rate theorems. The functionals which we have obtained are all homogenous 
and of degree two, and so may be divided by (6.t) 2 • 
we recover rate theorems in terms of (~ x ) or ij ' ct 
" 
In the limit as flt + 0 
<cr .. , x ) . 
l.J ct 
" Let the body be ·subjected to load rates F. over V, 
l. 







over s . 
u 
It is assumed that the state of the body 
ti 
41. 
The extended kinematic rate theorem states that the response of 
the body, . 
X (x.) = a i 
i.e. the strain rate and internal variable rate fields 
A-(x. ){0¢/oX } , are those that minimise 
i a 
• c .. (x.), 
l.J l. 
-p u = 
.. .... .... 
J'(l ()2£ •• 
- ---- £ £ 
2 ae: .. a£kt ij kt 




F.u.dV l. l. 
v 
I 
. ,.. . 
P.u.dS l. l. 
s p 
+ 
· · · a2f .. 0 ¢ • 
ax E: .. !. + 
a.E: •• ax 
l.J a a l.J 
with respect to the kinematically admissible fields 
respect to . A subject to . A > 0 if <P (X ) a = o, 
1 a2f 
2 axa a)(6 
ul.. ' £ .. l.J 
:\ = 0 
a <P -~~ ax ax ,dv 
a (3 
and with 
if <P (X ) 
a 
< 
Alternatively the extended static rate theorem states that the response 
(40) 
o. 
of the body, i.e. the stress rate and internal variable rate fields 
x (x.) = J.(x.){Cl<j>/ax } are those for which 
cr .. (x.), 
l. J l. 
a i · i a 




" " (Jl..J.(Jk" oCJij oCJkt :t., 
v 




acr .. ax 
l.J a 
is minimised with respect to the statically admissible field 
maximised with respect to ;\ subject to A· > 0 if <P(X ) 
a 






Chapter 3. · Art algorithm for the application of the extended static 
· ·in.cremerttal theorem·to ·a pirt-'"jointed truss 
3.1 Introduction 
When applied to a structure whose state can be represented by a 
finite number of variables, the rate (or incremental) theorems of 
chapter 2 become programming problems. Martin and Reddy (1976) have 
42. 
applied the kinematic incremental theorem to a general pin-jointed truss 
and have suggested an algorithm for the solution of the ensuing programming 
problem. 
In section 3.2 we formulate the extended static incremental theorem 
for a general pin-jointed truss, and in section 3.3 apply an algorithm similar 
to that of Martin and Reddy (1976} for the solution of the minimum-maximum 
problem. In section 3.4, in order to illustrate the algorithm, two 
numerical examples are discussed. 
Examples of the use of the conventional static rate theorems for such 
discretised structures may be found in the work of Sayegh and Rubinstein (1972) 
and Hodge (1973). 
3.2 Application to a pin-jointed truss 
To illustrate the use of the extended static incremental theorem, 
consider an assembly of pin-jointed, inelastic, time-independent bars. 
External loads are applied only at the nodes, and since we are considering 
small deformations, the deformations (extensions) of the bars are related 
linearly to the nodal displacements which are defined in a Cartesian co-
ordinate system. It will be assumed that certain of the nodal displacements 
are constrained to be zero over the entire loading program. The remaining 
(unknown) displacements are ordered and are represented by a column vector 
{u} of say n elements. The specified external loads can be represented 
by a similarly ordered column vector {P}. 
Let there be m bars, the i-th bar having uniform crossectional. 
area A. 
l. 
and length R, •• 
1 




represented by 6. 
1. 
We will assume th.at the state of the i-th bar can be 
and a~ and th.at the free energy of the i-th bar is 
l. 
f. (o., o~) 





.. .. p 
l 
.A.E. 2 
- ...2:.2 (o~) 2 ~. l. .. 
l. 
where E. and E~ are constants having the dimensions of energy per 
1. l. 
unit volume and sunnnation over repeated indices is not implied. 
' 
Thus the equations of state are 
.. aL 





(o. -o~) = 




N~ l. -·-l. ao~ 
1. 
• A.E. . ... p A.E. l. 1. (o. o~) l. l. (o~). = -




Note that if E. 
l. 
is the elastic modulus then the forces conjugate to the 
extensions are the axial forces. N~ is the internal force in the bar. 
l. 
We see that the Gibbs energy of the i-th bar is 
h.(N., o~) 







i. i. Co~) 2 -~-.- l. 
l. 









= ~-l.- N + ~p 










N. 1 1 o~ (6) = -£,-.-1 1 1 
In their incremental f orrn, the general kinetic equations for time-
independent plasticity (equations 60 of chapter 1) are 
tJ.x = a (7a) 
where 
A > 0 if <P = 0 and !J.<f> = 0 
(7b) 
A = 0 if <P < 0 or <P = 0 and !J.<f> < 0 , 
and ~- > 0 1s not attainable. 
44. 
In this example the limit surface for the i-th bar consists of two 
points in the one-dimensional N~ - space. We will assume them to be 
]_ 
+N?P and -N~p respectively. 
1 1 
The limit function for the i-th bar </> (i) (N~) 
]_ 
is 
</> (i) = [N~I N?P 1 ]_ 
and so the gradient of </> ( i) is 
d<fl (i) r if ·N~ > 0 1 = aN~ -1 if N~ 0 1 < . ]_ 
In obtaining an expression for !J.~ corresponding to equations 7 we dispense 
with acp(i) /aN~ and replace the non-negativity constraint on A by a 
]_ 
constraint on the sign of !J.cr~. Thus 
1 
45. 
M~ > 0 if N~ = Nop and 4N~ = 0 + . 
1. l. 1. 1. 
if N~ = Nop and 4N~ < 0 + . 
. l. l. 1. 
M~ = 0 if -N?P < N~ < Nop (8) + . 
1. 1. 1. ]_ 
if N~ -N?P and liN~ > 0 
]_ ]_ ]_ 
M~ < 0 if N~ =' -N?P and liN~ = 0 
]_ ]_ ]_ 1. 
, 
and IN~I > N?P l.S not attainable. The incremental form of equation 6 
]_ ]_ 
may be used to show that 
·.i. .. 
{:: 
N~ +N?P and liN. 0 = > 
M~ liN. 
]_ ]_ ]_ ]_ 
= 
l. ·1 A.E~. 
1 1 N~ = -N?P and liN. < 0 (9) 
1 1 1 ' 
M~ = 0 otherwise. 
1 
Equations 2, 3 and 9 are the familiar equations of a bar whose elastic 
response is linear and whose inelastic response exhibits linear kinematic 
hardening. 
The free energy of the truss and conservative loads is -[1 A.E. 2 p J m 1 AiEi 2 {u}T{P} F = E - ~ Co. - o~) + - -- Co~) . (10) 
i=l 2 L i i 2 R,. i ]_ i 
We may express equation 10 in matrix form by introducing the diagonal m x m 
II 
elastic and plastic stiffness matrices [s} and [sP]. The diagonal elements 
of [s} and [sP} are A.E./L and A. E~ /9.,. respectively. We also i i i i i i 
introduce the column vectors {o} and {op} comprised of the ordered 
extensions 0. 
i 
in forming [s 1 
F 
and plastic extensions o~, the ordering being the same as 
i 
and [sPJ. Equation 10 becomes 
(11) 
By the free energy minimum principle, F must, at any instant be a 
minimum subject to ·{op} fixed and {o} and · {u} satisfying the strain-
displacement relations 
{o} = [B]{u}, (12) 
46. 
where [BJ is the deformation matrix. E~uation 12 gives the bar 
extensions in terms of nodal displacements as we assumed above. 
It is readily shown that F is a minimum under these circumstances 
if and only if 
(13} 
which are the equilibrium equations for the system. In its incremental 
form equation 13 defines the relation between statically admissible load 
increments and stress increments. 
Now, if at any instant the state ({N}, {op}), of the truss is 
known we may calculate its response (USN}, {Llop}), to a given load 
in~rement {{liP}, by using the extended static incremental theorem of 
chapter 2. 
Using equation 4 it is seen that ye (defined in equations 35 
36 of chapter 2). is 
~· ~··_5_ 
.. . p 
(Mr)j. l A.E. r({L1N}, {Mp}) (t.'iN. )2 liN. l'.lo~ i i + 2-t-.-. l 2 A.E. l. l. i i= i i i 
and 
(14) 
The constraints on fix in the extended static incremental theorem of 
<X 
chapter 2 are weaker th.3.n in equations 7 and are as follows 
(15a) 
where 
>.. > 0 if cf> = 0 (15b) 
A. = 0 if cf> < 0 
These become, in this example 
M~ > 0 if N~ +N~p i i. i (16a) 
M~ = 0 if -N~p < N~· < +N~p i i l. i (16b) 
M~ < 0 if N~ = -N~p i l. l. (16c) 
(17} 
for all . {b .. N} subject to 
and for all · {bop} satisfying equations 16. 
We include the constraint that · {bP} and · {bN} are statically 
admissible by introducing a Lagrange multipliers µ. represented by the 
1. 
column vector { µ}. For fixed {MP}'*, the requirement that 
VC({bN}, {Mp}'*) should be a minimum subject to 
is expressed by requiring that for fixed ·{bop}*, 
(18) 
should be stationary. 
Since· {µ}T({bP} [B]T{bN}} is independent of {Mp}, from 
equation 17 we may write 
, (19) 
where is the solution to the problem and M~ 
1. 
satisfies the constraints in equations 16. 
Combining equations 18 and 19, the solution we seek is that for which 
(20} 
is stationary with respect to variations in . {bN} ,· {µ} and a maximum with 
47. 
respect to variations in ·rti.6?} satis£ying equations 16. 
We may put the expression for VC(ItiN},{L(l}), (equation 14), in 
matrix form by defining the m x m diagonal matrix [c] with terms on 
the diagonal given by L/A.E., the ordering being the same as in· £6}. 
l. l. l. 
We note that [c] = [s] -1. Remembering that [sP] is the m x m 
diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are A.E~/£., 
l. l. l. 
(21) 
Equation 20 may be simplified if we introduce the combined column 
vector . {bN : µ bop} made up of the m elements each of · {bN} and 
{bop} and the n elements of.{µ}, and the combined column vector 
. {O : li.P : O} made of 2m zero elements and the n elements of {bP}. 
Equations 20 and 21 may therefore be written 
48. 
µ O} 
where [A] is the symmetric (2m + n) x (2m + n) synnnetric matrix 
given by 
[c] l -[BJ 1 [r] 
[A] = 
-------T---
-[BJT : [o] I [o] 
---r-------
[11 1 [o] : -[sP] 
in which [r] is the identity matrix. 
(22a) 
(22b) 
We may interpret the Lagrange multipliers . {µ} by noting if the 
first o'rder variation in i:f is zero we have 
(A) {bN : µ : Mp} = ~{ 0 li.P O} ' (23) 
of which one set of equations is 
·or 
{M} [B] {µ} (24) 
Comparing equation 24 with equation 12 it is evident that when WC is 
stationary 
· {µ} = · {Liu} , 
' (25) 
giving the nodal displacement increments. 
3;3 An algorithm for the extended static incremental theorem 
In applying this theorem we make use of an algorithm similar to that 
used by Martin and Reddy (1976) for the extended kinematic incremental 
theorem. 
Let us consider a generic incremental problem in which {N}, {op} 
and · {fi.P} are known. We consider 
= 
1 
2 {fi.N µ µ + { ll.N µ 
-c w fi.P : 0}, 
(26) 
and seek · {llN}*, {~}*, {Mp}* such that WC is stationary with respect 
to variations in · {llN}, {µ} and a maximum with respect to variations in 
M~ such that 
i 
M~ > 0 if N~ i 1 
M~- 0 if -N?P i i 




N~ N. i i = -P.,-.-i i 
i 
Nop + . 
i 
(27a) 








As we have seen, the unconstrained stationary point of WC satisfies 
[A] { llN Jl fi.P ·o} (29) 
49. 
A priori knowledge of which. of the 46~'s- were constrained at 
l. 
zero would enable us to delete rows and columns of equation 29 and solve 
the remaining equations to ootain the solution. The following algorithm 
enables one to make a guess as to which &o~'s are constrained at zero 
l. 
in terms of the solution for the previous guess. 
Referring to equation 29:-
(i) 
we assign 
We identify those oars satisfying 








0 in all remaining bars, 
to which 
i.e. for which 
(iii) We eliminate rows and columns of equation 29 corresponding to 
the elements of {b.oP} which have been set equal to zero. 
(iv) Solve the remaining equations for {~N}, {µ} and the supposed 














(v) To check the trial solution we consider each bar for which 
= N?P. From equation 9, the trial solution is correct if 
l. 
< 0 if N~ = Nop 
} 
+ . 
l. l. if M~ assumed to be was zero 
l. 
> 0 if N~ -N?P 
1 l. 
> 0 if NJ? +N?P 
} 
1 l. 
if Ml? assumed to be non-zero was 
l. 
< 0 if NJ? = -N?P 
l. l. 
(vi) If these checks are satisfied the solution has been found. If 






0 and return to step (iii). If b.ol? was assumed to be 
l. 
has an incorrect sign it is now assumed to be non-zero. 
If Ml? was assumed to b-e non-zero and has an incorrect sign, it is now 
l. 
assumed to be zero. 
50. 
3.4 Numerical examples 
3.4.1 Three bar truss 
To illustrate the use of the algorithm we consider the three bar 
pin-jointed plane truss in figure l,subject to load components (P, Q). 




Figure -1 ~ · Three bar plane truss 
Cartesian coordinates are given for each node. 
R,. = 5 metres 
i 
- -- .Q,. 








1 x 10'+ kN/m 
200 kN. 
(3 ,4) 
All bars have 
51. 
The numbers in circles next to the bars give their ordering. The node (O,O) 
is the only unconstrained node and its displacements are (u,v). The 
relations between bar extensions and nodal displacements are 
52. 
61 = -(3/5}_u (4/5lv 
02 = -u- (30) 
03 = (3/5)u - (4/5)v . 
Hence 
-0,6 -0,8 
[B] = -1,0 0 (31) 
0 ,6 -0 ,8 
The matrices [c] and [sP] are 
[c] = 0,25 x 10-4[1] 
(32) 
where [rJ 1s the identity matrix. 
From the expression for [AJ (equation 22b), 
O, 25 x 10 -4 o o I o, 6 o, 8 1 o o 
0 0 ,25 x 10-4 . 0 : 1,0 0 I 0 . 1 0 
0 · · 0 0,25 x lo-4 I -0,6 0,8 1 0 O - 0 -------------------------L---------
= 0 '6 · 1'0 -0 '6 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 I I 
__ Q,~ _____ Q _____ Q,~ __ .J _ Q __ o_ ~ _o ___ o ___ Q _ 
1 0 0 I 0 0 1-104 0 0 . I I 
O 1 O I 0 0 I O -104 O 
I 
0 0 1 0 0 I 0 0 -104 
(33) 
Consider the proportio~al loading program_ shown in figure 2. Unit$ 
(m. o~ kN.} are omitted. 
384,69 
318,12 
Figure 2. Loading program 
From point (l} to point (2}, 
. 1 . 
p = 3 Q. 
beginning of a load path for which 
= [::] 
We begin the process at (P,Q) 
= GJ 
p 
At point (2} we consider the 
(34) 




0 for all bars so we set {~op} 0, and delete 
the last three rows and columns of [A] in the set of equations 
(36) 
We note that from equation 25 
. {µ} = [t-.u] 
~v 






0,34722 x lo-4 
0.32895 x 10-4 
This solution is valid for any increment magnitude provided all the bars 
·remain elastic. The longest possible such increment is obtained by 
multiplying equations 35 to 37 by (200/1,886) = 106,04. This load 
increment causes bar (1) to yield, and at this point 
[~] = ~06 ,04] Nll -200,00 l 318,12 N2 = .-139,53 
N3 23,256 
[:] 10 ·3 ~ ,6822 j op 0 = 1 3,4884 





Now we continue to load proportionally. We guess that for the next 
increment < o, < 0 with all other bars continuing to behave 
elastically. Thus we solve equation 36 with the last two· rows and columns 
of [A] deleted. 
The solution is 
ANi -1,0047 
ti.N2 -2,7259 
li.N3 = 0,66109 (39) 
li..u 1,1844 x 10-4 
ti.v 0 ,68746 x 10-4 
MP 
1 -1,0047 x 10-
4 
The sign' of Mi agrees with our guess so no iteration is necessary. The 
solution is valid for any increment magnitude provided no further bars 
become plastic. Considering equations 38 and 39, the next bar to do so will 
be bar (2). This occurs for an increment given by multiplying equations 
54. 
35~ 36 and 39 by (200 - 139,53l/2,7259 = 22,183. 
[ ~1 
















·' Continuing the load path we guess that bars (1) and (2) deform 
(40) 
plastically, while (3) remains elastic. 
column of [A] and solve equation 36. 
Thus we delete the last row and 
The solution is 
4~1 -1,9326 
6.N2 -1, 2411 
6N3 -2,6596 
6,u 1,9577 x 10-4 
= 
tN 1,5514 x 10-4 
6.0.p 
1 -1,9326 x 
10-4 
Ml 2 -1,2411 x 10-
4 
and we see that the signs of bN1 , 6N2 , 6.oi, &o~ agree with our guess 
so no iteration is necessary. The largest possible increment with bar 
(3) remaining elastic is (200 - 8,5714)/1,2411 719,77. 






10-3 [147 ,22] 




















W:e now: change the diJ;"ection of the load increment as m fLgure 2 
and put 
= [:~] 
It is now not clear which_ of the bars have 60~ 
i 
o. As an initial 
guess, we assume that Eo~ f. 0 for all bars, 
i 
The equations we have to solve are 
(A] { 6N 

















1, 7361 x 10-4 
-0,8224 x 10-4 
-0,30702 x 10-4 
. 0,65789 x 10-4 
1,3597 x 10-4 
i.e. t.N. 
i -< 0' 
(431 
(44) 
We see that the signs of t.N2 and t.N3 
disagree with our assumption and 
so we put M~ M~ O. Solving equation 43 with the last two rows 




t.N3 = 1,5031 
ll.u 0,48352 x 10-4 
t.v 0,10709 x 10-4 
MP 
1 -0,16351 x 10-
4 
The signs of t.N1 and t.oi agree with our second assumption and so 
equation 45 is the solution. 
(45) 
o. 
3.4.2 Six bat truss 
A computer program has been written which uses the extended static 
extremum principle to analyse an arbitrary space truss subject to 
arbitrary load histories consisting of straight line segments in load 
space. 
The descriptive flow chart for the program is shown in figure 4 •. 





(2 313 -4) 
2' 2 ' 
Figure 3. · Six bar space truss 
Cartesian coordinates are given for each node. All bars have 







= 0,25 x 10·4 m/kN 
1. 1. 
R,. = 1 x 104 kN/m 
1. 





READ NODAL COORDINATES, STRUCTURAL AND BAR CHARACTERISTICS~- LOAD 
PATR 
CALCULATE DEFORMATION MATRIX IBJ AND CONSTRUCT [A] 
CALCULATE {tsp} FOR NEXT LOAD SEGMENT 
IF IN~I < N°P PUT tso~ = o 
1 0 
SOLVE EQUATIONS REMAINING IN THE SET 
[A]{tsN : µ : M·P} = -{O : t.P : Q} 
ALTER CONSTRAINTS ON 
NO ~o~ ACCORDING TO STEP 
.l 
(vi) OF SECTION 3.3 
YES 
CALCULATE MAX. {!SP} SUCH THAT NO FURTHER BARS BECOME PLASTIC 
AND END OF CURRENT LOAD SEGMENT IS NOT EXCEEDED 
CALCULATE CURRENT BAR FORCES, NODAL DISPLACEMENTS AND PLASTIC 
EXTENSIONS 
YES YES 
PRINT RESULTS END 
NO 
Figure 4; Flow chart for the application of ~xtended static incremental 
theorem 
58. 
The numbers in circles next to the bars give their ordering. The node 
(O, O, 02 is the. only unconstrained node. and has displacements (u, v, w)_. 
It is subjected .to a load vector. {P}, the components of which are in 
terms of the same Cartesian coordinate system used to define the nodes. 
We will consider the loading program shown in figure 5, which begins 
at · {P} = (0, O, O) kN, and is restricted. to the Px - Pz plane. 
p 
z 
~23456}; EPP PE +++++ 
(2000,0,4000) 
J23456~ , EPP PE .. ~~~456f +---+ 
PE PEPE 
++---+ 
~23456p EEPEPE ++---+ 





J:i~ure 5 als.o sho"{s the behayiour o~ the truss. at each stage o~ 
the loading program. Each. segment of the load history is divided into 
regions within wh.ich. each. element of the truss remains either elastic 
or plastic. For each such region, figure 5 shows the bar number, 
whether it is deforming elastically or plastically, and the sign of L'IN •• 
i 
Note in the loading segment from (2000, 0, 4000) to (4000, o, -4000), 
60. 
that unloading occurs in the fourth member. Units (m. or kN.) are omitted. 
Initially the state of the truss is {N} = O, ·{op} = O. At 
p 2000 
x 




the state of the truss is 
Nl -677,78 cl 1 -0'17778 
N2 544,44 
N3 = 1388,9 
N4 1811, 1 
op 0,044444 2 
op 0,88889 3 10 -1 = 
NS 1388 ,9 
Qp 
4 1,3111 




The nodal displacements are 
[:] 10~ [1,7593 J 0,8~542 (46c) 
At 
[::] = [ 40001 -4~00 (47a) 
61. 




N2 -1944,4 p -'-1,4444 -62 
N3 95,062 = ' . op 0,59506 
N4 1663,0 3 10-l = (47b) 
NS 95,062 op 1,4777 4 




The nodal displacements are 
[: l [ 4,2490 ] = 10-1 o (47c) -0,81983 
Finally at 
[::] = [n. (48a) 
the state of the truss 1.S 
Nl -133, 33 
p 
61 -0,63333 
N2 133,33 p -0,36667 02 
N3 = -133,33 p 






N6 133,33 p 
Q5 0,36667 
p 
.. 06 -0,36667 
The nodal displacements are 
LJ 
. [1'1111] 
10-1 o (48c) 
. 0 
Conclusion 
We have demonstrated how the extended static incremental theorem 
when applied to a truss becomes a progrannning problem. An algorithm 
similar to that of Martin and Reddy (1976) has been shown to be applicable 
for its solution. Convergence was found to oe rapid but remains 
unproven. The size and conditioning of the matrix [A] makes the 
method less efficient than the displacement method used by Martin and 
Reddy (1976). 
62. 
Chapter 4. · · E.xti:-emal paths· and functions. derived :trom thermodynamic 
'·. ·"' . 
:....;potential· fonctions · 
4.1 · Introduction 
The development of bounding theorems in plasticity (see, for 
example, Martin (1966a, 19665}, Rodge (1966}, Maier (1969a, 1969b}l 
introduced the problem of determining bounds on work and complementary 
work for deformation along strain and stress paths where only the initial 
and terminal values are known. The bounding problem can be precisely 
defined as follows, for both time-independent and time-dependent 
pl as tici ty. 
( 
63. 
Consider a homogeneously strained element of material of unit volume. 
Small, isothermal deformations are considered, and the strain and conjugate 
stress tensors are denoted by c.. and o.. respectively. The element 
iJ i] 
is subjected to some (unspecified) strain history c .. (t), 0 
iJ 






a given terminal strain c .. (T) = c ..• 
i] iJ 
The associated stress history is 
o .. (t), with o .. (O) = 
iJ iJ 
0. The work done in deforming the material 
element in the period 0 < t < T is 
T 
w ce:: . . ) = f (J .. ( t) ~ .. ( t ) d t 
i] iJ iJ 
0 
We seek a work bounding function ?! (E° .. 2 
iJ . 
such that 
\:t <£. . ) < w <£. . ) 
iJ iJ 
for any choice of £ •• 
iJ 
= c .. (T) 
1] 




Similarly, we may impose a stress path a .. (t), with 
1] 
a .. (0) O, 
i J 
o .. (T} o .. , 
1] . 1] 
with an associated strain path E· .(t). 
1] 
work done in the period 0 < t < T is 
T 
n(cr .. ) 
iJ J 





We seek a corr;rpZementary UJOT'k b.oundi:ng functi:on ~(q:: . . [ ~uch that . . . . . iJ 
~ (er: .. ) ;:. Q (°Q •. } 
iJ ' i] 
for any choice of er •. 
iJ 
= <I'· • (T) 
iJ -
and any choice of rr· .. (t}, 
'<. iJ . 
64. 
(4} 
Work bounding functions· for several -models of -materials obeying 
specific constitutive equations have been derived (for example, Martin 
(1966a, 1966b}, Hodge (1966), Martin and Ponter ( 1966), Maier (1969a}, 
Soechting and Lance (1969). The problem has also been discussed in 
a general context by Ponter (1968, 19691 and Ponter and Martin (1972). 
In this latter approach the concepts of a minimum work path and a 
maximum complementary work path for given terminal strain and stress 
respectively were introduced. We then define the minimum work function 
W (F: .. ) as the work done along the minimum work path, so that 
l.J 
T 
w(C° .. ) 
l.J 
= min. -~W f CL.~ .. dt : £.,. (0) 6 l.J iJ iJ = o, £. •• (T) l.J (S) 
Similarly the maximum complementary work function Q°(0: .. ) is the work 
iJ 
done along the maximum complementary work path, so that 
Q(q .. ) 
l.J 
Evidently 
W(s .. ) 
iJ 
w{£ .. ), 
iJ 
T 
f £ •• ;. •• d t l.J l.J (J •• (0) iJ 
0 
n<a .. ) 
'iJ 
> n(a .. ) ' . 'iJ 
0, <I'·. (T) 
l.J 
) 




and the minimum work and maximum complementary work functions are work and 
complementary work bounding functions respectively; indeed, they are the 
optimal choices for the bounding functions. 
On the assumption that the material is stable in the sense of 
Drucker (1951) (see Ponter (1968, 1969) and Ponter and Martin (1972)), 
several interesting properties of W and Q were found. The functions 
are both convex, and are potential functions in the sense that the derivative 
of W with respect to strain gives the terminal stress for the minimum work 
path, and the derivative of Q with respect to stress gives the terminal 
strain for the maximum complementary work path. Further, the minimum work 
path maps a path in stress space which is the maximum complementary work 
path for that terminal stress. These results indicate that W and st 
-
can be considered as the strain energy and complementary energy of a 
hypothetical, stable elastic material which bears a special relation to 
the plastic material. 
65. 
In this chapter we present an alternative and more general approach 
to the determination of bounding functions, based on the internal variable 
.. . '\, 
model of plasticity. In section 4.2 a lower bound R on the work W 
to a particular strain c .. 
l.J 
is obtained and its potential nature 
demonstrated. In section 4.3 an upper bound on the complementary 
work Q to a particular stress CJ •• is obtained and its potential nature 
'Y iJ 
demonstrated. The duality of W and ~ is also discussed. In section 
4.4 the convexity of 
'\, w is proved and in section 4.5 the conditions that 
~ and ~ are physically attainable are given. Finally in section 4.6 
a generalised Maxwell model for non-linear creep in metals is considered 
as an example. 
In all cases the essential property we will require is the convexity 
of f and D. 
4.2 The work bounding function 
We assume that at time t - 0 the material element is undeformed 
such that c .. (Ol O, x (O) 
l.J - ~ 
o. 
deformation denoted by the strain path 
Consider isothermal quasi-static 
E· .(t) over the time period 
l.J 
0 t < T. The work done by external agencies as the element is 
de.fanned along this path is 
T 
w = f CJ,. (t)~ .. (t)dt l.J iJ (8) 
0 
We introduce a terminal strain constraint Eij(T) cij' and seek 




f(E:'ij' x~(T)J + f xg(t)xa(t}dt 
0 
f ('£- .. , X"' (T}) 
iJ ..... + 
(9a) 
(9b) 
It i..s clear that the ~unctional W depends on 
XC4(tl, so we put 




and th.e history 
(10) 
We choose to bound W in two steps·. First we adopt an arbitrary 
terminal value = xa and seek the internal variable history 
x (t) which gives the least value of w subject to x• (T) = x . 
Cl. a C4 
We define 
"' 
min.i ~(€ .. , ~af w(£ .. ' xa.) = xc/ t)) : X (T) = (11) 1.J 1.J a 
Secondly we seek xa. such that W(E° .. , x) is a minimum and define 
'\, -
W(e: .• ) 
l.J 
= minJ ~(~ .. , ~ )} t- l.J a I 
We are then assured that 
'\, _ -
w ( £ • • ) < w ( £ • • , x (t) ) . 
l.J l.J a 
1.J "' 
Consider two internal variable paths 
X~(O) = x" (O) = 0 
Cl. 
x' (T) = x" (T) Xa Cl. Cl. 
)(I ( t) and a. 
f(E°ij' xa) is not affected by such variations and so 
l::i.W = W(°'E •• ' XI ( t)) W(°'E •• ' x"(t)) 1.J Cl. l.J Cl. 
T 
= f ( n(x~ (t)) n ( X~ ( t) ) Jd t . 
0 
. . 











x" < t) 
Cl. 
If x' = 0 and an/ax 
Cl. Cl. 
equation 17 is valid when 
is discontinuous (multivalued) at 















6.W . .:; f ~. 
- Cl)( 
0 . a 
(x I ( t} 
x' (tJ a 
a 
' x"(t)Jdt . 
a 
Integrating Dy parts and using equations 14, 




Now let x'(t) be the path for which W is a minimum subject to 
a 
equations 14. We require for all other paths ()(II ( t)) a that 6.W < O. 
From equation 19 a sufficient condition that this is so is 
d (ClD J = dt ar . 
a x'(t) a . 
0 ' 
which is satisfied for all materials if 
x' (t} a 
a constant. 
If is discontinuous at 
= O, the positive-definiteness of 
is one for which o. 
Thus 
T 
w('C .. , x) = f(£° .. , x) + J n(Txa1dt 
iJ a iJ a J 
0 
We now seek xa such that 
"' - W(E° .. ' xa) W(e: .. ) = iJ iJ 
< W(c .. , xa) . iJ 
= 0 . 




and we are considering 




Consider two end 
" 
t.w = w(Z-. . , ..x' 1 l.J a -
.... 
= f <£ . ., x') 
l.J a 
First we assume 
ClD 
ax· 
a x' a 
T 
..., .... 
points ' and x". _xa .. q. 
,.. ,.., 





T{n[~~J nfr~n f (£ .. ' II} + l.J xa 
f(e: .. , x) 
l.J a 





-ax-a e:. • x' 
l.J' a 
(~ 
() xa E'. • •' XI 
l.J a 















x") a . 
point for which 
,.. 
(~~ . 






for all other points <x ") that /J.W < o. A sufficient condition that a 
this l.S so l. s 
at I + ClD 0 x- - a-- . a e: .. ' xa xa xa l.J 
T 
Second, if x' 0 
a 
and ClD/Clx is discontinuous at 
a 
consider equation 24 with = 0. We have 
6W = f (£ .. , 0) 
l.J 
f (£ .. , x") 
l.J a 
From the convexity of f (e: .. ' x ) ' l.J a 






0) XT··~} x (E° .. , 
a l.J 





where we use the definition of 
chapter 1, w~ see that 
x. 
(); 
Returning to inequality 72 of 
for all x" if X (-;; •. , 0) lies inside or on the limit surf ace 
a a l.J 
(time-independent plasticity) or the yield surface (viscoplasticity}. 
Thiis if (an/ax ) is discontinuous at O we choose 
~ ~C4 
if X (°E .. , O) lies inside or on the limit or yield surface. 
a l.J 
other cases equation 27 applies. 
We may now define 
W (c .. ) = f (c · · , X ) "' - - - + TD(XTa) 






and we are assured that provided xa is chosen according to equation 27 
(or, where applicable, equation 30) 
T 
"' -W(E •• ) 
l.J 
< w· = J cr .• (t); .. (t)dt 
l.J l.J 
0 
with £.. = c .. (T) fixed. 
l.J l.J 
On considering variations in 
note that 
,. of r~ ow 0€ .. = CG:" + l. J ox 
l.J e: •• ' xa a l.J 
0£ I 0£ .. = ~-
l.J £ .. ' Xa 
l.J 
l.J 





and using equations 31 and 27, we 
oD(Xa/T) J ox a oE .. (33) + 
o(XiT) o"E .. l.J e: •• ' xa l.J l.J 
(34) 
The stress a.. is the stress associated with the state (°€ .. , xa). 
l.J l.J 
This result is valid when Xa 0 and is discontinuous at 















and E>' 1J 
where 
4.3 The complementary work bounding function 
'V -· W(E: •. ) 1J - is a potential 
(35}_ 
(36} 
Consider an element of material subject to a stress path a .. (t) 
l.J 
with q .. (O) = 
l. J 
E: •. (0) = x (0) 0 and a terminal stress constraint 
l.J a 
cr •• (T) = a ... 
l.J l.J 
T 
Q = f E: .• ~ •• dt 
lJ lJ 
0 
The complementary work done along this path is 
'V 
We seek an upper bound Q on Q. 
In order to compute Q in the internal variable framework we 
(37) 
recall equations 37 and 55 of chapter 1. 
terminal constraint cr •• (T) = a .. , 
We see that for the imposed 
l.J l.J 
T 
Q = h(cr .. , x <r)) ·f x (t)x (t)dt l.J a · a a (38a) 
0 
= h(o .. , x"' (T)) 
l.J ... 
(38b) 
Thus the functional Q depends on the terminal stress (J' •• and the 
internal variable history 
Q = Q <cr. . , x < t) ) . 
l.J a 
)( ( t) . 
a We put 
l.J 
As in the previous section for W, we bound Q in two steps. 




Xa(t) which gives the maximum value of 
X . We define a 
)(a' we seek the 
Q subject to 
(39) 
70. 
" n(<I .. , x 2 
• 1J ·~. = max • f n {q .. , .X ( t }_)_ : _x (Tl .. f l-) a c;t 
" " Secondly we seek xo; such that n(;;:::.,x) 
l.J o; 
~(cj' .. ) 
1J .. 
= 
We are then assured that 
'V r· 
Q\O •. ) l.J . > n <a; . , x < t n . l.J a 
71. 
= 1} ··~ .c;t : (401_ 
·is a maximum and define 
(41) 
(42)_ 
The first part of the bounding problem is identical to the problem posed 
and solved in equations 14 to 21. 
n = h(cr .. ,x) 
l.J a 
We now seek Xa such that 
"' - ... Q(o .. ) = n(O .. , x ) l.J . l.J a 
;> n <a .. , x ) . 
l.J a 
Consider two end points x' a and 
/).Q = Q (cr • • ' X I ) 
l.J a 
= h (cr .. ' x:) 
l.J "" 
First we assume 
an 
d X: 
a x' a 
T 
n (cr . ., x:) 
l.J v. 
h (cr .. ' x:) 
l.J "" 
Hence we define 
" x . a 
is well defined. As discussed in section 1.3.3, the convexity of 
f (£ .. , X ) implies the concavity at constant CJ.. of h(CJ .. , )( ) . 
l.J o; l.J l.J a 





,.. ' ~~J 60, ;> .ah (x' x''}. T ~j (~a.. . 9)( - ' a . Q', 9i '.", . a. cr •• , _x a -X l.J . a. ...J1 
T 
(47) 
..... ,.., {ah ··an '.",} = -a- ,.. v <x' '') Xa. xa. a. Xa. (48) CJ •• ' iJ x' a. xa. 
T 
" Now, if x' = \x,' the end point a. for which Q is a maximum, we require 
'\, 
for all other points <x ") that /JJJ. > 0. a 
this is so is 
Cl.h an 
0 ax a :X = . a cr •• ' Xa a. xa iJ 
T 
Second, if x' = 0 and a. 





A sufficient condition that 
(49) 
is discontinuous at = o, 
The argument is similar to that 











i.e. if X (a .. , O) 
a iJ 
Thus we may now define 
'\, -
Q(cr •• ) 
iJ 
h(cr .. , x) 
i J a. 
(SO) 
lies inside as on the yield or limit 
(Sl) 




Q (cr •• ) 
iJ 
> n = J e: •• (t)cr .. (t)dt 
iJ iJ 
0 
with cr •• (T) = cr. • fixed. 
iJ iJ 
Considering variations in cr •• 
iJ 
(S2) 




()h -----· ,Oq .. 
l.J q .. ' 
.... l.J . 
()h 
= 
oCJ • • 
1J CJ· •• ' 
1J 
= £· .o; .. 
1J 1J 
f ~~ . 6q .. t l.J .xa. . a. o< . ' _xa l.J 
. . ()D(x /Tl} ax ___ a __ . _. _a_. oa .. 
~ (_x /Tl ao. . lJ 




The strain t: •• 
lJ 
is the strain associated with the state CJ'o • ' x . 1J a. 
Equation 54 is valid when 
aa .. 
1J 
= 0 since in this case 
= 0 . 
0 and an/ax a. is discontinuous at = 
Equation 54 is sufficient to establish that 
'V -
Q(CJ •• ) 
1J 
is a potential 
function relating and £ •• 
l.J 
where CJ •• 
lJ 
e:. . = 
1J -acr .. 
1J 
It is readily seen that 
'V 
Q and \:J are dual functions: for any 




equation 36; if we then use this value of CJ •• 
l.J 
in equation 49 we 
determine precisely the same xa.' and equation 56 gives the original 
Further, from equations 31 and 51 and equation 33 of chapter 1, 
~<£ .. ) 
l.J 
'V -
+ Q (CJ .• ) 
l.J 
4.4 Convexity of 
Convexity of 
'V -
Q (CJ •• ) are convex 
1J 
= cr •• £ •• 
l.J l.J 
~ and 'V Q 
f and D 
functions 
'V -
is sufficient to show that W(t: .. ) and 
l.J 
of their respective arguments. 
Consider two states 8!. and 
l.J 
£1.'. and the corresponding terminal 
l.J 
internal variables x' and x". 
a a. 










· ~ ("';'.' · , .x" 2-
~J a 
+ 
Similarly, if n(xa1 is convex and 
an 
ax· a X11 a 
T 




a~ . a 




£ •• ' l.J a 
Multiplying inequality 59 by T and adding the result to inequality 58 
we see that 
{ f (E:'.' . , x") 1.J a + T
.n (-TX~)-} > 
• 
:~] (£!. °E'!.) ,;£ .1-.. + <X' x") ~£ 
an 





However, the last term vanishes as a result of equation 27. 
31 and 36, inequality 60 becomes 
Using equations 
"' w("E!.) "' - (°E!. £'.' .) awW(e:'.'.). > (61) 
l.J 1J lJ lJ a"E .. -,, 
• l.J £, • lJ 
which establishes 
'\J-
that W(e: .. ) lS convex. 
1J 
If X~ 0 and ClD/Clxa is discontinuous at Xa 0, we add the 
positive-definite quantity T{n(X' /T)} to both sides of inequality 58 to a . 
obtain 






·-rx') T.D·Ta.. -. :f;(~ O)' > . ij' 
af . x af [!' ~ + T -2:.. '3X °E'.'., 0 T 1.J Cl 1.J n[~~J  .+ -II E: • • 0 l.J ' 
In this case the term in square brackets is non-negative for arbitrary 
75. 
(62) 
x' due to the convexity of D as expressed in inequality 72 of chapter 1. 
a. 
We may thus delete it to obtain equation 61. 








is the work done along an arbitrary strain path E:· .(t) 
1.J 
where 
with i:: .. (O) 
l.J 
= o, E •• (T) 
1.J 
E •• • 
l.J 
Combining inequalities 61 and 63 
W(£!.) 
'V -
(£!. £'.' .) a?i w ( i::'.'.) > -
1.J 1.J 1.J ]. J a£ .. -" 1.J E: •• 
l.J 
or, using equation 57 
W(£! .) + n <cr'.'.) > -" -, a . . E •• 




This result was established by Martin (1966) for time-independent materials 
and by Ponter (1969) for time-dependent materials, 
4.5 Realisability of paths 
The internal variable history associated with the work bounding function, 
(65) 
does not in general correspond to a history which can actually be achieved 
'V -
by the imposition of a strain path c . . (t). It follows W(£ .. ) is less 
1.J l.J 
than the least w.o:i;-k re.q_ui:i;-ed to de+ontJ. the material element through a 
stia,in history £,. (t} with E: .. (Ol = 
lJ lJ O, E: .. (TJ E. .• Alternatively lJ lJ 
?!(; ... . J ·is less than the work along the 
lJ 
minimum work path, This does 
'\, -not affect the utilisation of W(E: •. ) 
lJ 
in the static and dynamic bounding 
theorems, although it may lead to loss 
• -x 
ex 
This result follows on noting that 
= 
· · · · a2f 
9 £. •• $3)( 
lJ a 
E: .. + 
iJ 
Now, a minimum path satisfies 
= 
in accuracy. 
which implies, from the kinetic equation 
that 
• x ex 
= 
0 . 
Thus equation 66 becomes 
· a2£ 
.,...i;:--="- ~ .. (t) 
oE .. oX lJ lJ O'. 






In the exceptional case where these equations can be inverted, however, 
a strain path can be found which provides the required internai variable 
history. In this case the work bounding function and the work along the 
minimum work path coincide. A majority of the specific models for which 
minimum work paths have been computed fall into this exceptional case; 
in these specific models the plastic strains and the internal variables 
coincide. For any model in which equation 69 can be solved for £ .. (t), 
iJ 
the present approach will provide the minimum work path and the work bounding 
function will provide the minimum realisable work. 
76. 
for the class o~ materials discussed in sections 1.3.2 involving 
linear and non-linear creep and time-independent plasticity, the kinetic 
equations can be expressed in the form 
x = a 
1 aD 
p +. 1 axO'. ' (70) 
where p is the reciprocal of an odd positive integer, and D is 
homogenous and of degree p + 1 in x . a 
In the cases where a realisable path is implied by x (t) 
a 
constant, 
the internal force history x (t) can also be calculated. The internal 
a 
77. 
forces are constant over the interval 0 < t < T. Since X (t < 0) = o, 
a 
-and the terminal value X (T) 
a 
x a ~~ I- -a er .. ' X 
l.J Ct. 
= 
X is given independently by 
a 
(71) 
it follows that the function X (t), 0 < t < T exhibits discontinuities 
a 
at t = 0 and t = T. From equation 70 
an 
a:ic a 




p + 1 XO'., 0 < t < T . 
(72) 
(73) 
This result was given by Ponter (1969) for Maxwell models of creep. 
4.6· Example 
It is instructive to rederive the result given by Ponter (1969) for 
the generalised Maxwell model for non-linear creep of metals. Consider 
isothermal, incompressible deformation of an element of unit volume. Let 
e .. 
l.J 
be the strain deviator and s .. the stress deviator, replacing s .. 
l.J l.J 
and er. . respectively. 
l.J 
The constitutive equations under consideration 














e p e .. + e .. 
l.J l.J 
s .. /2G 
1J 
. n ap 





where e:., e~. are respectively the elastic and inelastic components 
l.J 1J ' 




are constants with the 
dimensions of strain rate and stress respectively, and ~ is homo-
geneous and of degree one in the components of 
D = •p s .. e .. 
l.J l.J 
• n+l = s e ¢ 
0 0 




we see that D isChomogeneous and of degree (n + l)/n in the components 
of e. .• This implies that n = l/p, (see equation 70). 
l.J 
Omitting reference to temperature, we may identify 
internal variable, and put 
f (e .. , 
l.J 
e~.) 
l.J · &ce .. 1J e~.)(e .. l.J l.J e~.) l.J 
It l. s seen that 
of 2'G (e .. e~ .) e ae:-: = 2G(e .. ) = s .. 
l.J 
l.J l.J l.J l.J 
df -2G (e .. e~.) = = -s .. 




Consequently, the forces conjugate to 





h (s .. , e~ .) 1 p 4G s .. s .. + s .. e .. l.J l.J l.J l. J l.J l.J 
Then 
cih .. s .. 'cih l.J + p as.-:- 2G e .. = e;.' s .. 
l.J 
l.J l. J a el?. l.J 
l.J 
as the 








Using eq._uation 73, it may_be .Se.en iJIJil.lediately th.at ..... ;::; s .. (tl, s .. 
l.J l.J ..... 
0. ~ t ;'} 'T' 1._S gi.ven in. terms oJ; a terminal. stress s .. by :means 
l.J 
o~ the relation 
,., 1 . rt 
s .. 
l.J 
= = n + 1 sij 
From equation 74c, integrating over the interval [0,T], 
-p 
e .. = 
l.J 
Thus, from equation 
.. s .. 
Ii (21.) 
s 
0 ,., ' sij 
s 
0 
78, using the requirement that ¢ 
and of degree one, 








4G sij 5 ij 
1 
4G 
s .. s .. 
l.J l.J 
·1 p 




. n·+ 1) 
"s .. 
(21.) -p ( s e .. n 0 s l.J 
0 
(n + 1) s ~ T¢(n+l) · /ij). 
n o o s 
0 
"" . 
s ~ T¢(n+ll (sij} 
0 0 s 
0 
Finally, referring to equation 51, equations 82 and 83 
?tcs; .) 1 l • T (n+l){ n s .. } = 4G sijsij + - s e 
l.J . 
1.J n o o ¢ ·(n + 1) -s- ·. 0 . 
It follows then that 
1 (n + 1) ~ T¢n{ . n :ij} 0¢ e., = 2G s .. + 1) l.J l.J n o . · {n + s .. 





s .. n -2:1. 
(n + 1) s 
0 














s .. e .• ""' .(l(s .. }_ 
1-J ·. i.J . ~J .. 
(862_ 
ChapteF ?,· J:urther €.xtl;'emal pl:'oj;>el:'ti.es of th.e constitutive equations 
·5,1 · Introduction 
Ponter (1970, 1972, 1974} has derived displacement and work bounds 
on elastic-plastic bodies suoject to quasi-static dynamic loading. 
Subsequently, Ponter (1975a) included inertial effects and obtained 
general bounding theorems, which include as special cases the previous 
results, and the results of Martin (1965, 1966a) for the maximum 
displacement at a point on an elastic-plastic body subjected to an impulse. 
In the theory a functional Ws was defined as follows. Let 
o~.(t), 0 
1-J 
< t" < T, be any prescribed stress history and let Q' •• (t)' 1-J . 
0 < t < T, be an independent stress history with its associated 
plastic strain rate history ~~-(t) such that £~.(O) = 0. 
1-J 1-J . 
s 
W (cr .. , er~.} 
1-J 1-J 
T 
= J (a-.. (t) 
1-J 
0 
cr ~ . ( t) ) ;~ . ( t) d t 
1-J 1-J . 
Then 
Central to the theory is the assumption that for any prescribed stress 
history cr~.(t), there exists w(~.) such that 
1-J 1-J 
w(er~.) < Ws(er .. , er~.) 
1-J 1-J 1-J 




Ponter (1975b) has obtained expressions for 
classes of materials and histories <0..(t). 
w(er~.) 
1-J 
for the following 
1] 
(i) For materials satisfying the. Drucker stability condition for 
instantaneous changes and for whi~h maximum complementary work paths 
(m-paths) exist, with er .. ( t) constant, 
1-J 
cr~. 
- max. {f 1-J £~ .dcr .. £~.(a .. oj w(c0. .) = = O) 1-J 1] 1-J 1-J 1-J 
0 
(3) 
(ii) For perfectly plastic materials with ()~ . . (t) 
1-J 
remaining in or on 
the limit su:face, 




(ii:i-l For materials e.xhihitiµg i._sotropic hardening whose current 
yi_eld sul;'~ace is p(cr. ;I, 
LJ 
" 
w ( ()'~.) 
l.J - = 
(J;"'. ( t l 
- max. ij :td:ij 
0 
. p " 
s· .. ( <J' .. 
l.J l.J = Ol 
· .. t-. 
= 0 J (5) 
where t is the instant during 0 < t· < T when ~(<J'~.(tll achieves 
0 l.J 
its maximum value. 
(ivl For materials exhibiting linear kinematic hardening whose 








(vl For materials exhibiting stationary state creep where the 








k a n+l 
-a-~ (a .. ) a.. 1J 
l.J 
= n + 1 
where ~(cr .. ) is homogeneous and of degree one in <J' •• , 
l.J l.J 
T n+l 






(vi) For materials exhibiting viscoplastic behaviour for which the 





£ •• = l.J 
are given by 
ct }n+l 
0 . 
if > a 
0 
= 0 if ~ < (J 
where 
w(<l~ .) l.J . 
~(a;.) is homogeneous and of degree one in 
l.J 
T 











CJO} if cf> <crtj I > rr o 
p = (9b) 
if cf> (a'fj 1 · < a-0 . -· 
However, sufficient conditions for the existence of a lower bound 
are not established and the observ.ation is made that despite the superficial 
similarity between Ws and the Drucker stability condition, the two 
concepts appear distinct. 
In this chapter we examine the functional if in the light of the 
thermodynamic potential functions involving internal variables. We are 
thus enabled in section 5.2 to derive a set of sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a lower bound on Ws and in section 5.3 discuss two examples 
in which they are satisfied. The first is mainly to illustrate the 
application of the sufficient conditions and the second deals with the case 
a~.(t) a,. a constant. 
l.J l:'J 
In section 5.4 a theorem is proved in which 
rr~.(t) = a~. is compared with the 
l.J l.J 
the lower bound on Ws for the case 






£ •• a . . dt, 
l.] l.J 
0 
subject to £~.(O) = a . . (0) = 0 and a . . (T) 
l.J l.J l.J 
sufficient conditions for the lower bound on Ws 
= a~ .• 
l. J 
(10) 
In section 5.5 
are found for the case 
fp(xa) = 0. Apart from being a special case, the assumptions made are 
weaker than in section 5.2. This enables the lower bound on Ws to be 
found for the class of materials exhibiting non-linear creep. Finally, in 
section 5.6, for the case of time-independent plasticity with cr~. f o, 
l. J 
which does not satisfy the sufficient conditions of section 5.2, a lower 
bound on Ws is obtained using a simpler and more general technique than 
Ponter in cases (ii) and (iv) above. 
In all cases, the crucial property we make use of is the convexity of 
fp(Xa) and D(ia). 
5. 2 S1..d;fiti,ent conditions f ot the minimum of· W8 
We begin by ootaining an expression for W's in terms of the thermo-
dynamic potential functions. We consider materials whose strains and 
free energy may be split into elastic and inelastic parts as in equations 
38 to 50 of chapter 1. We will assume that deformations are imposed 
isothermally and so reference to temperature is omitted. 
Multiplying equation 47b. of chapter 1 with dT = 0 by _ia, and 





(J •• e; •• dt 
l.J l.J 
= f <x ) p ~ Xa (T) (11) 
0 
a (O) \x 
Let us assume that the stress <J~.(t), 0 < t ~ T, is given and that 
l.J 





( (J •• * •u = (J, .)€:~ .dt 
l.J l.J 1.J 
0 
T 
= fp (x (T)) + J (n<xa) a 
0 
a e:~. ~ * l.J • <J •• -... - )( dt • 
l.J ox (l a. . 
Note that this functional depends on the stress history 
internal variable history xa(t). Thus 
ws = Ws(q~ .. (t), x"(t)) 
l.J " 
We will attempt to find a history )(I ( t) a such that 
Ws(a~.{t), x' (t)) 
l.J a 
< Ws(a~.(t), x~(t)) , 
l.J "" 
for arbitrary continuous x (t) a 
w(<J~.(t)) - Ws(o~.{t), x!Ct)) , 
l.J l.J "" 











is the lower bound on Ws. 
to distinguish between the 
We term w(cr~.) the lower bound on Ws in order 
l.J 
minimum of Ws(<J~ .{t), x (t)) over all continuous 
histories x (t) 
a 
subject to X (O) 
a 
l.J a 
0 and the minimum of Ws(cr~.(t), x"(t)) 
l.J " 
over all ph~sicaZZy attainable histories _){ ,Ctl 
. . . ~ 










will be as 
(i) Put 
least value of 
~a and seek a history 
for this particular value of 
.xa(t) which. gives the 
)(' (T} • Define 
a 




= ~.} • 
. Cl 
(161_ 
(ii) Choose the value of X" · which minimises W
8 (o0. ( t), ~ } . 
Cl l.J - /\.Cl 
Let 
it be x . 
Cl. 
We see that 
w(o-~.(t)) l.J . = 
= w8 (a-~ . ( t) , x ) . l.J . Cl. (17) 
85. 
Consider two paths x' (t) and 
Cl. 
satisfying .x~(O} = x" (O) 
C1 
= o, 
X~(T) x" (T) a = " x . Note that is unaffected by such variations Cl. 
and so, using equation 12, 
= 
= 





XI ( t)) 
Cl. 
D ( x") 
Cl. 
Ws(a~.(t), x"(t)) iJ C1 . 
Using the convexity of D(x ) 
Cl. 
T p 
f r:~. I 
()e: •• 
J::,.Ws .<;. C' . ") a~ . ~ - XI (t) Xa Xa iJ ax 
0 Cl. C1 
-f {~t (~ ac~.]} = a~. -2J. C-x' a· l.J ax a. 
0 
Xa x I (t) Cl. 
C1 
integration by parts. "* assumed to on (a .. is 
l.J 
C' Xa '") Jdt xa 
- JC~) dt , 
exist) . Now 
be a minimum path. We require for all other paths <x"(t)) 
Ct 












. µ£. • • a*··. _;i 
. ij p_x~ 
. ap. 




··P _ae .. 
o1.(0)) ~ 




We will now assume for any choice of ~· (T' 
"a ' 
= /\. xa. that there exists a 
history x (t) 
a 
satisfying equation 22 and the end conditions X (O}_ 
a 
= 
Xa. (T) = XO'.. A consequence of this assumption is that we may associate 
a value of 
with every value of i.e. there exists a function 
oD 
axa. x co1 
a 
(23) 
Thus we may put 
-s * " ) {Ws (cr1. (t), xa(t)) X (T) ,. } W (cr .. (t), = min. l.J xa 1.J a xa 
T p 
I ( n <xa) 
a E: •• 
xaJ dt ' = fp <x ) + (J~. -2:1. a 1.J ax 
0 a 
(24) 
where xa satisfies equation 22. 
86. 
o, 
We now proceed to the second part of the bounding problem. 
·two different end conditions x' and x"· Put 
Consider 
a a 
b.Ws = ws(cr~.(t), x') - ws(cr1.(t), x~) 
l.J a 1.J ~ 
(25) 
Let the extreme paths to -, :xa and -" xa (i.e. which satisfy equation 22) 
be XI (t) and x" ( t) respectively. Thus a a 
T T 
J 
x'dt -, and· f • "d x11 (26) \x. )( t = a a a 
0 0 
T 
+ r f n<x~l 
0 . 
But using the convexity of fp(x ) and 
a D <-X ) ' a 
+ 
-u) - x a + 
T 




Xa x' (O} 
a 




cr-~. ( tl -2:1 <x' 
l.J ax a a 
"ij cai · ::LJ. 
a 
1. J . aE~ ') 
(}ij (O) axa <x~ 







Now let x' be the end point for which Ws is a minimum. We require 
a 
for all other points (x"} that llWs < 0. A sufficient condition that 
a 
this is so is 
p 
()fp aD dE •• 
w + = a~. (O) ~ a. x' (0) 1. J ax a xa a a 
where 
an I 
axa x' (O) 
a 
is a function of (equation 23). 
In order to calculate w(cr1.(t)) we note that 
2J 








Thus for a path.. _x~ (t)_ satisf¥ing equation 22 and terminating at a 
point _x~ satisfying equation 31, 
ws = w(O'~. (tU 1.J . 
T 
. ~E~; f 
fp(x I +· f {xa l.J • = cr-1.-Cl-xdt o; iJ X a 
0 a 
T 
OE~ ·i · Tax fp (Xa) I(~ (J ~. 1J • I a •• = + -- x dt ax$ xax$dt ax 1.J ax a 
0 a a 0 
Making use of equations 22 and 31, equation 33 becomes 
w(a~.(t)) 
l.J 
fp <X ) 
a 
We are then assured that 
w(cr:i-.(t)) < Ws(cr:i-.(t), x,.(t)), 1.J . 1J . ~ 











The above derivation of w(q~.(t)) 
l.J 
relies on the assumption that for 
" any choice of xa there exists a history x (t) satisfying equation 22 
a 
and the end conditions X (O) = o, " X (T) = X • We will examine two a a a 
examples where this assumption is valid. 
5.3.1 Example·l .. Time-dependent Maxwell material 
In order to illustrate the method, consider the material whose 
(isothermal) fundamental equation is 
f(e .. , e~.) 
1.J l.J 
1 
= -2 C. 'kn (e .. 
1J Iv l.J 
in which the plastic strains 
equations of state are 
+ 1 p p p -
2 
Ke .• e •. 
1J 1J 




o; .. = 
. at: .. 
1.J pE: .. 
~) 
= cijk9-C ~,e, tft1 ' 
af s .. = ----
l.J p dE:· . 
l.J 
= a-• • KP p -E: •• l.J l.J 
where s .. are the internal forces. 
l.J 
Let the kinetic equations be linear; 
•p -- p p 
€·. sij . (J .. K E:·. -2:1. = = l.J l.J ~ 







E: and s 
0 0 
respectively. 
are constants having the dimensions of strain rate and 
Thus 
s •p 0 •p •p D(E: .. ) = . E:· ·€· . l.J E:o l.J l.J (40) 
and 
•p E:o an 
E:·. = 25 l.J ·p 
0 dE: .. 
l.J 
(41) 
We will assume a specific form for the prescribed stress history 
cr~.(t). Let it be 1J -
(J~.(t) 
0 t 
= CJ •• 
l.J l.J T ' 0 < t < T • 
(42) 
The first requirement for a minimum path is that the history of 
•p is given by equation 2L'. ,_) an/aE: .. viz. 
iJ 
an 0 t an (43) = a .. + •p iJ T •p a E: •• •p a E: •• •p 
l.J E:· .(t) 1J E: .. (O) 1J l.J 
Substituting into equation 41 and integrating gives 




f ~1? .dt . 1J 
0 
T .. .. 
f ~~ . ( 0. (J' •• . lJ 
0 0 
t 
T + •p 
Cl£ •• 
lJ 
• .. ·O. 
= . ~:o (cr~j +. ~~ 
0 0£·. •p f 








= o "P 
TE: E: ij 
0 





() . . 
l.J 
2 
= we choose 
which 1s the function we defined in equation 23. 





The second requirement for a minimum path is that £~. (T) 
l.J 
-:-P £ ••• lJ. 
satisfies equation 31. Thus 
2s -p 0 E: •• (J •• 
P:'P + 







cr. . £ T 
l.J 0 
-2- p 
K ~ T + 2s 
0 0 





0 l.J t £ (J. • [ 
4s T -
0 








in this example is, from equation 39, 
= 
s . 0 
-. Q_.kQ'o 
£ 1 ]11.. 
0 














.Q .. q .. 
l.J 1..J 
8 
... o .. 0 
. €. .<r• ,q .. 
0 l.J l.J 
16s 
0 
5.3.2. Example 2 .. ·.cr~:(t) · 
1.J 
.. 2 p• .... 
. . . . . tK.t:
0 
. 
KP~ T + 2s 
0 0 
.. ~ .... .. . 
constant, . (J" •• ' . a l.J 
(j 
.... p .. 
. K i::o 
+ 
KP; T + 2s 
0 0 
(50) 
< .t < T 
If . * = 0 for all t such that 0 < t .<; T, then equation 22 (J" •• iJ 
becomes 
constant , (51) 
which is satisfied for all materials included in chapter 1 if ~ (t) 
a 
is 




The criterion for the choice of 
= o1. iJ 
(52) 
(equation 31) is 
(53) 
If an/ax is discontinuous at xa o. that is if there exists a limit 
a 
surface <j>(X ) 
a 
<j>(X ) 
a = <P 0 
that 
(i) If 
= 0 (time~independent plasticity) or a yield surface 
(viscoplasticity) (see 1.3.2), we solve equation 53 by noting 
{~ } ' 
0 . 
then equation 53 is satisfied by xa 0. 
91. 
(iil 
then equation 53 is satisfied (if at all) by· some non-zero x· and thus 
a' 
is well defined. 
Thus if cr1.(t) = o-1., then from equation 34, 
l.J l.J 
ws < w(cr1 .} 
1J 
fP(X l = 
a 






... T .. 
. ·nP f ax a. . - ax .xa. o axs_ a 
(lfp - 1 ax a - ax xa ax6 T a 
evaluating equation 
'* p -a . . e: .. (x ) 











12 for a path 





= 0 ' 
1S homogeneous and of degree one in 
afP -= f P <-x ) - x 
a ax a. a· 
x . a 
)(a 
t 
= xa T' 
Thus in this case 
Further, for perfect plasticity = 0 and so equation 57 becomes 








We note that ~or per~ect plasticity~ e~uation 53 can only be satis~ied i~ 
.i 0' 
' 
i.e. if er!. lies in or on the limit surface in stress space. 
i] 
In this section we relate the lower bound on W5 for the case 
Q'~.(t) 
iJ 




We introduce the functional 
T 
i:: •• (t}a .. (t)dt, ·1 p • iJ iJ 
where E:~. and 
iJ 
a.. are related through the constitutive 
'V iJ 
Q (a~.) is then sought such that 
p iJ 
equations. 
An upper bound 
?2 (a~.) > n 
p i] p 
for all stress histories a . . (t) 
iJ 
subject to E:~ .(O) = a . . (0) = 0, 
'V i] i] 








the upper bound on the complementary work to a~ . which was 
iJ 
obtained in chapter 4. We then prove the following theorem. 
If a1. (t) a1. a constant, 0 < t < T, then 
iJ iJ 
-~ (a1 .) = w( a1.) . . ; Ws (a~. ( t) , Xa(t)) ' p iJ. iJ iJ 
for arbitrary continuous Xa(t) 5ubject to Xa(O) o. 
In order to examine equation 59 we recall equations 39 and 50a of 
chapter 1. We see that 
a1. T 
iJ 
J e:.~ .dq·· .. f (i::. •• 
e • = E: .•• ) q' .. dt . i] iJ . iJ iJ iJ 
0 0 









E:. •• ci, •• dt 
. l.J l.J 
0 
where er~. (0) 
l.J 
(63} 
= o, (J, (Tl = cr~ ..• . . ~ 
l.J l.J 
is path independent. 
Given the convexity of f (e:ij, \xI and D Cx~L then it may be 







e: .. ~ .. dt 
l.J l.J 
h(cr~., x ) 
l.J a 
where cr .. (0) = l.J . 
that the history 
X (O) 
Ct. 
x (tl a 












X (cr~., x 
a l.J a = O) 










to be a maximum are 





lies inside or on the limit surface (time-independent plasticity) or the 
yield surface (viscoplasticity). If cr~ .. (()e:~./ax) does not lie in or 
l.J l.J Ct. . 
· on such a surface then equations 65 and 66 are sufficient conditions for 
the maximum. 
Thus, from equation 64 
Q < 'U ( * Q cr .• ) - l.J 
~ 
= h(cr~., xcx) TD[~aJ l.J (67) 
94. 
Using eq,_uation 48 of chapter 1 w_e see that 
~(Cf~.} = he (a--~.)__ + * p (- ) fp ex·- 2 T.nfraJ-q. ,£ •. J( iJ :LJ iJ iJ a - 0. 
So in vLew of equations 62 and 63 
?2 (CJ:t.) p - f p <:X ) TD [~a) = cr:t • c · · (x ) , p LJ - iJ LJ a a 




Now comparing equations 53 and 66 with their respective provisos where 
a yield or limit surface exists we see that they· provide the same criterion 
for 
if 
\x in terms of 
q~. (t) = ()~. 
CJ-~.. Comparing equations 55 and 69 we conclude that 
iJ 
LJ iJ 
a constant for 0 < t < T, then 
w (CJ~. ) . < ws (CJ:'. , XIV ( t) ) ' 
iJ iJ ..,, 
for arbitrary continuous x (t) 
a 
subject to X (O) 
a 
= 0. 
This result has been obtained by Ponter (1975b), (see equation 3)) 
using the Drucker stability condition for instantaneous changes and the 
existence of maximum complementary work paths. 
5.5 A lower bound on Ws for the case fp · 0 
(70) 
We will now derive conditions for the extreme path and lower bound on 
Ws for the special case o. Although this case is included in 
the treatment of the general case it is useful to treat it separately since 
it will not prove necessary to assume the existence of a history 
satisfying equation 22 for arbitrary X (T). 
a 
Referring to equation 12 
-T 
ws (CJ~ . ( t) ' XIV ( t) ) iJ ..,, r (D (xa) 
0 
p 






Cons ide.;t;"ing t'V.l;o inde.pe.nde.nt his to;t,"i-_es ,_x' ( tl_. and .x" ( tL, 




D ( X"} a. 
Using the convexity of 
T .... 
AW" . .i. r [;t x' (t) a. 
WP' (O~j (t)_, X~(t1J 
" p .. 0€ •• ()' * . --2:.J_ 
i.J ax a. 
- 'X")}dt • a. . 
x"Id t a. . 
(721 
(732 
Now let X~(t) be the extremal path. We require for all other paths 
(X~(t)} that ~W8 < O. A sufficient condition that this is so is 
p 
an I . oE: •• * ( 2 iJ 0 < t < T y = a .. t -3--, . 
xa. x~ ( t} iJ x a. 
It is seen from equation 34 that in this case 
w( a~.) 
('xa .. 
= - a~B Xa.Xsdt ' iJ 
0 
where Xa. satisfies equation 74. 
5;5;1 Example.· Non~linear creep for metals 
The usual example for non-linear creep for metals has fp(Xa.) 







cpn . acp 






where E: and q 
0 0 
are constants having the dimensions of strain rate and 
stress respectively, n is taken to be an odd positive integer and 
is homogeneous and of degree one in (cr .. /cr). 
iJ 0 
cl>( a . . I a ) 
iJ 0 
We have examined such a form of the kinetic equations in section 1.3.2. 
From equation 51 of chapter 1 .we see that 
···an 
•p P£ •• 
iJ 




since q .. 
i.J 
are the forces conjugate.to I? £ ••• 
i.; 
Thus· if er--~. (tl is the pres·cribed s-tres·s Fiistory, equatiop 74 for 
l.J 
the extreme· path for w5 ' is 
rt + 
n 
1 er--•. ( t2 
l.J = (J'~. ( t) l.J -
(78) 
To evaluate w(cr--~. (t}) from equation 75 we note that since (cr--~. /cr-- I· is 
l.J .. 1 l.J 0 
homogeneous and of degree - in ( p /; I n E:ij o··' 
. . oo . . 1J •p •p 
-- £ .• sk,1!, • p l.J 
Cl E:k,1!, 
Hrs·:·. /CT-.) . -•p .£ ••. 
l.J 0 2J_ = £ (J' 
0 0 •p • 
a(sk£/co) £ 0 
.. E:o n 3,1, = -cr-.. ¢ 'I' 






which is the counterpart in this example of the tenn 
(79) 
If a minimum path (equation 78} is followed the right hand side of equation 
79 becomes 
£ 
0 * ( ) n o<fi ----,....1 er . . t ¢ C I n + iJ a o : : a· ) . 
l.J 0 n 
n + 1 
Integration gives 
£ a 
( n Jn+l w(er~. (t)) 0 0 = 1J n n + 1 
. 01.tt:) 
1J 
( lr~. (t)J <fin+ 1J . dt 
(J' , 
0 0 
which 1S the result obtained by Ponter (1975b~ (see equation 
5.6 A lower bound 6n Ws for ti~e~independertt plasticity 
(80) 
7b). 
We now consider those materials for which D 1s homogeneous and of 
degree one in ' )( . 
q 
Let the limit surface be described by = o. 
. * rr .. (t), 
1J 
the assumptions made in section 5.2 For a general stress history 
97. 
do not apply due to the restriction on the range of values for 
In this section we will sh.ow that W:s · is hounded if CJ~. (t) 
ClD/Clx . a 
satisfies 1J . 
certain conditions. 
We define x*(t) by a 
·P Cl~ •• Clfp 
x* a-~. (t) 1] (81) . - :ax· ax~ a 1] a. 
where x* is a constant, and we assume that for the particular history a. 
rr~.(t) there exists some x* such that 
1J a 
cj> (X* ( t)) · < 0, 0 · < t · < T • 
a 
(82) 
This assumption 1s satisfied if rr1.(t) remains in or on the limit surface 
1J 
for perfect plasticity or remains in or on some current yield surface for 
kinematic hardening plasticity. 
From equation 12 we have that 
s * ) W (cr .. (t), x (t) 1J a. . = + 
= + 
where we make use of equation 81. 
Ws(a~.(t), XN(t)) 
1J '"" 
fp (x (T)) 
" a. 
Equation 83 becomes 
T 
+ J (Xa. 
0 
T 
X~) + J (X 
0 
(83) 
X*)X dt ex a (84) 
X*)x dt a a 
(85) 
Due to the convexity of and D(x ) 
ex 
(as expressed in inequality 




where x* ·is defined in equations 81 and 82, a 
For the special case of linear kinematic hardening 
so equation 86 becomes 
s . 
w (<r~. ( tL X,., ( t)2 . > 
1J "' 
For perfect plasticity 
only if 
= 
<j> (cr1 . ( t) c ~ L } < 0 , 0 < t < T • 
1J ax-J a 
In this case 
Ws (a 1 . ( t) , x ( t)) · > 0 • 
1J Cl. . 






The results for linear kinematic hardening and perfect plasticity were 
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Appendix A 
A note on the derivation of the kinematic rate theorem of 
plasticity from the free energy minimum principle. 
Abstract: 
A NOTE ON THE DERIVATION OF THE KINEMATIC 
RATE THEOREM OF PLASTICITY FROM THE FREE 
ENERGY MINIMUM PRINCIPLE-1~ 
P. Carter and J.B. Martin 
Department of Civil Engineering, 
University of Cape Town. 
Various forms of the rate or incremental minimum principles of 
classical plasticity have been given, being generally derived in an ad hoc 
manner from the equations governing the problem. In this note the kinematic 
theorems are considered from the point of view of the free energy minimum 
principle for statically loaded bodies: it is shown that various minimum 
principles may be derived from a single variational form. 
-!~ 
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1. 
1. Introduction 
The minimum principles for the rate or incremental problem in time 
independent plasticity have been the subject of study over a number of 
years. The principles were first estabUshed in a weak form by Prager [1], [2], 
and extended to smooth yieM surfaces by Hodge and Prager [3]. The conven-
tional form for smooth yieM surfaces was finally given by Greenberg [4], [5]. 
Koiter [6] further generalised the principles to cover singutar yieM 
surfaces. Further discussions of the conventional form of the minimum 
principles have been given by Hill [7], Drucker [8], Koiter [9] and Hodge [iO]. 
In this conventional form the rate (or incremental) problem is considered 
as a boundary value problem in which traction or disptacement rates are 
specified on the surface S of a body of volume V. The stress rates o .. 
lJ 
are required to satisfy the rate form of the equiUbriurn equations, and the 
strain rates e. . and the displacement rates 
lJ 
the strain rate, displacement rate retations. 
. 
u. are required to satisfy 
l 
The constitution equations . 
are given in terms of stress rates 0 .. 
lJ 
and total strain rates e ..• These 
lJ 
equations depend on the previous stress or strain history, and take a 
different form depending upon whether an element of material is elastic or 
plastic and unloading or ptastic and loading. 
An alternative approach has been presented more recently by the Italian 
school. This approach is based on the work of Colonetti [11], [12] who 
considered elastic bodies subjected to loading and imposed inelastic strains. 
The solution is given as the superposition of two elastic problems, one 
involving loading and no inelastic strains, and the other no loading and 
imposed inetastic strains. A rate (or incremental) form of approach can 
also be given. 
Ceradini [43] and Maier [14] in the static and kinematic cases res-
pectively considered what additional requirements must be imposed if the 
inelastic strain rates, the elastic strain rates and the stress rates must 
satisfy the plastic constitutive relations. This resulted in two new 
minimum principles of a quadratic programming form: quadratic functions of 
the plastic strain rates must be minimised subject to linear inequality 
constraints. Ceradini's theorem was derived directly from the conventional 
form, while Maier used quadratic programming arguments to establish the 










from the conventional form of the kinematic theorem if use is made of a 
further property of the constitutive relation in the form of an inequality 
concerning an arbitrary division of strain rate into elastic and plastic 
parts. This result was further generalised by Martin [16] who gave 
directly a quadratic programming form of the kinematic minimum principle 
in which total strain rates and plastic strain rates are variables and the 
principle of superposition is not used. 
Recently, attention has also been given to internal variable theories 
of plasticity which have a sound thermodynamic basis. This work suggests 
the problem of basing the minimum principles of the rate problem on the 
appropriate thermodynamic minimum principle for statically loaded bodies 
undergoing isothermal deformation. This does not appear to have been 
considered in previous work where, for example, the formal relation 
between the classical potential and complementary energy theorems of 
elasticity and the rate theorems of plasticity have not been formally 
explored. 
It is our intention in this paper to study this relation. We shall 
limit ourselves to the kinematic theorems, and the starting point will be 
the internal variable description of a time independent plastic material 
under isothermal conditions and the Helmholtz free energy minimum principle 
for a body subjected to conservative loads. We shall demonstrate how the 
application of the free energy minimum principle to two adjacent states of 
loading gives an equilibrium condition which may in turn be interpreted as 
a form of Colonetti's principle in incremental form, as the conventional 
kinematic minimum principle in terms of total strains, and, the extended 
minimum principle in terms of total strains and internal variables. 
This formulation was attempted by Martin [17] for a truss problem. 
However, the formulation was not completely correct. The present paper 
rectifies the argument and generalises it to the continuum case. 
2. Constitutive Relations 
We consider a time-independent plastic material subject to isothermal 
small deformations. The internal variable model of Kestin and Rice [18] 
and Rice [19] is adopted. Since the temperature T remains constant it 
will not be referred to in the following dj.scussion. The remaining thermo-
dynamic state variables are the macroscopic strain € .. and the internal 
1.J 
3. 
variables Xa (a:= 1, .... , n). The fundamental equation is taken in the 
form 
f f(€ .. , x) 
lJ a ( 1 ) 
where f is the Helmholtz free energy per unit volume. 
Small changes in f as a result of changes in 
given by 
d f = o. . de . . - X dX , 
lJ lJ a: a 
€ .. 
lJ 
and X are 
a 
( 2) 
where o . . 
lJ 
is the stress tensor and X are the internal forces conjugate 
a 
to the internal variables. Comparison of equations ( 1) and (2) gives the 
equations of state 
a . . 
lJ = 
(\f 





d x a: 
( 3) 
To complete the description of the mechanical behaviour of the material a 
kinetic relation between the internal variables and the internal forces 
must be introduced. 
For time-independent plasticity we introduce a relation of the form 
. !!L 
Xa = 'A cX 
a 
( 4) 
where ¢\X ) is a continuously differentiable yield function. Internal 
a: 
forces such that ¢(X ) > 0 are not admitted, and 
ex 
le 0 if ¢ < 0 
¢ Jfi_ 
. 
or == 0 and x < oX a a 
Jfi_ 
le > 0 if ¢ =: 0 and x == oX Cf. 
a 
More general yield functions may be characterised 
functions, ¢1, ¢2, .... ' 0 ' with . m 
o, 
~~j (5) 0. \--\D 
by a number of yield 
(6) 
4 . 
Each . , r!. 'k' YJk is subjected to equation (5). However, we shall carry out 
our argument in terms of a single yield function, since a generalisation 
to the kinetic equation to equation (6) is readily effected. 
Conventional time-independent plastic materials are subjected to 
stability restrictions, u.~nJ.ally in the sense of Drucker [20]. It is 
sufficient for our purposes (see, for exampl.e, Martin [2i ]) that we a.:rnume 
that f( € .. , X ) is a homogeneous quadratic convex function, and that 
lJ a; 
~(X ) is convex and such that ¢(X = 0) < 0. These assumptions ensure 
u a 
Drucker stabil.ity, and provide a model in which the elastic behaviour is 
linear. 
We shall carry out our argument in incremental rather than rate terms. 
It is convenient, therefore, to rephrase equations (4) and (5) in terms of 




-· f, ?JX a 
( 7) 
Cf 
where /\ = 0 if ¢ < 0 
or ¢ 0 and ~ 6.X < O, dX 0: 
\X 
/\ > 0 if ¢ = 0 and l!i. 6.X = o, oX a a: 
The multiplier /\ may be determined explicitly in terms of the change 
















oE: .. ox ox b.E: .. o2f li1._ lJ /\ lJ ll ct if < o, ( 1Qa) = 
a2f oE: .. 
ox ox !::. E: i . 
.£L li1._ lJ ct ct J 
ox ct ox~ ox ct ox~ 
/\ 0 if if li1._ 2:: o. ( 10b) = ox ox b.E:ij oE: .. 
lJ ct ct 
This follows from our assumption that f is convex, in which case 
( 11 ) 
We may also observe that equations (10) can be obtained fTom the con-
dition that 
H(/\) (12a) 
ahould be a minimum with respect to /\, subject to 
(\ > 0. ( 12b) 
This follows directly by setting oH/o/\ = o, and solving for /\. If 
if L < 0 oE: .. ox ox b.E:i. 
lJ ct ct J 
( 13) 
the least value of H is given by equation (10a), satisfying the constant 
/\ 2:: o. If' however, 
if lfL 
".:> ~ ~ 6E: .. > o, 
uE: .. oX UA lJ 
lJ ct ct 
( 14) 
the 1..east value of H, subject to /\ 2: O, is given by /\ = O. 
3. Eguil.ibriurn of a Loaded Body 
Consider a body of vol.ume V and surface S, consisting of a material 
described by the constitutive equations given in the previous section, and 
subject to small isothermal deformations. The displ.acement of a point in 
the body is characterised by ui(x1 , x2 , x3
), where xi(i = 1, 2, 3) are 
the coordinates of the point in a Cartesian coordinate system. Fol.lowing 
6. 
the assumption 0f smal.,1., displ.,acements, the strn:i.n-displ.,acement relations 




= ..1.. (_l + _J,) 




Let us assume that at time t the body is subjected to conservative 
body forces F. on V~ conservative traction 
l 
P. on part of the 
l 
S and displ.,acements u. 
p l 
surface on the remainder of the surface 
Since the history of 1.,oading has not been specified, we do not have 
s . 
u 
sufficient information to determine the strains e~~ .(x.) = e .. (x., t), * lJ l lJ l 
the displ.,acements u.(x.) = u.(x., t), the internal., variabl.,es 
* l l l l * 
X (x.) = X (x., t), the stresses Cl •• (x.) = Cl •. (x., t) and the internal., 
a i *a i lJ i lJ i 
forces X (x.) =X (x., t) throughout the body. The body is in a state 
a i a i * 
of constrained equil.,ibrium, with ¢(Xa) $ 0 at each point. 
However, we can recover certain information about this constrained 
* equil.,ibrium state. Suppose that we regard the Xa as fixed, and consider 
variations tie .. , 
lJ 
tiu. in the strain and displacement fiel.,ds white ignoring 
l 
the constraints of the kinetic equation (7). The body must be in uncon-
strained equitibrium with respect to such variations. 
To formatise this resul.,t we consider the He lmho Hz 
body and the conservative toads; this is 
.~ 
I i~ * I Fi i~ - I 1\ * u = f( eijl' Xa)dV u. dV u. dS. l 1 
v v s p 
Consider variations in U with respect to variations 
* in ui, subject to equation (15), with Xa held fixed. 
tiu r * tie .. r F. 6u.dV Ii\ tiu. = Cl dV - dS, .. ij lJ J l l l 
v v s p 
i~ _Qf_ where Cl. . = 
lJ d€ .. I , *. lJ e:j' x a: 
free ,energy of the 










Using Gauss' Theorem, we show that 6U = 0 if and onty if 
-l~ ael. . ,.. 
__bl + F = 0 on V 
~ ' uX. i 
J 




l on Sp' 





These equations are the equitibrium reiations for smaii deformations, 
arid must indeed be satisfied for any toading. Hence U is stationary, 
and may readi1y be shown to take its Least vaiue with respect to uncon-
strained variations in the strains and disptacements with the internai 
variabtes hetd constant. The resuit was obtained by Cotonetti [11], [12]. 
4. The Kinematic Incrementai Theorems 
Let us now suppose that the toads on the body are changed infinitesima11y, 
so that at time t + 6t we have body forces F. + 6F. on V, tractions 
l l 
P. + 6P. on S and displacements u. + 6u. on S . Let us further suppose that 
l l p * l l u * 
the solution is given by strains E: .. + t:.e . . , disptacements u. + b.u., internai 
-l~ *lJ lJ .l i~l 
variabtes Xa: + 6x , stresses Cl •• + 60.. and internai forces X + 6X • 
a: lJ lJ a: a: 
Evidently, we may apply the result given in the previous section to this 
new Loading state and assert that 
lJ = I f(E:~. + 6e .. , xa:* + 6x ) dV - I (F. + 6F.)lu~ + 6u.)dV 
lJ lJ a: l l . l l 





. i~ ) + 6P. (u. + 6u. dS 
l l l 
( 20) 
must be stationary with respect to unconstrained variations in the strain 
and disptacement fie-W.s, subject to equation ( 15) in incrementai form, with 
the internal variables he-W. constant. We further note that, to second order, 
we may put 
i~ * f \ e . . + 6 e . . , xa: + 6x ) 
lJ lJ a: = 
(21) 
* All derivatives are evaluated at e .. , 
1J 




Since variations in e .. 
1J 
* + !::.e . . , u. 
1J 1 
+ !::.u. may be treated as variations in 
1 
!::.e . . ' !::.u. ' and denoted by 
1J 1 
5€ .. , ou., 
1J 1 
we see that 
r !::.F. &u. dV - I !::.P. 5u. dS )1 = 0 (22) 
J 1 1 1 1 
v s 
p 
The first set of terms within parentheses vanishes as a result of the 
equilibrium requirements at time t i.e. as a result of the stationarity 
of the functional given in equation ( 17). That variations of the second 
set of terms vanish implies that 
r j_ c2f I ·if f" v = !::.e . . !::.ekl dV + oe .. OX !::.e t::.x dV I !::.F . !::.u. dV j 2 oeij oekl 1J ij 0: i 1 1 1J 0: .., v v v 
- I !::.P. !::.u. ds ( 23) 
.J 1 1 
s p 
is stationary with respect to variations in 
constant. We may readily establish that V 
it is stationary. Since 
!::.e . . , L'iu. with t::.x held 
1J 1 0: 
!::. (J. . 
1J 
= ~~ 
€ .. ' 
1J 
takes its least value when 
€ .. ' x 
1J 0: 
t::.x ' 0: 
(24) 
it may further be established that V is stationary if and only if 
o!::.o .. 
0 
+J + !::.F. = 0 on V, 
x. 1 
J 
t::.o . . v . 
1J J 
= !::.P. on S 
1 p 
These equations are the incremental equilibrium relations. 
(25) 
The changes in the internal variables t::.x , of course, are not known 
0: 
a priori, and hence equations (25) do not provide sufficient information to 
9. 
solve the incremental, problem. However, we may observe from equations (7) 
and (10) that the changes in the internal, variables 6x may be regarded 
a: 
as functions of the changes in the strains 6€. .• From the second term in 
J.J 
parentheses in equation (22), and equation (10), we see that 
r { if I -----=--- 6 € -
•· 0€. . oek, kl, v J.J v 
- J 6F. 5 u. d v - I 6P. 5 u. d v = 0 ' 
]. ]. ]. ]. 
where the term in square brackets is inc l,uded on l,y if 
¢ = 0 and if ~ 6€ 0€ .. ax ox . ij < 0 • 
J.J a: a: 
} 5 € .. dV J.J 
(26) 
(27) 
We may readily establ,ish that equations (26) and (27) impl,y that the 
incremental, sotution is given by the least val,ue of 
~ = ·s w0 (6e .. )dV - I 6F. 6u. dV - f 6P. 6u. dS 
J.J ~ ]. ]. ~ ]. ]. 
(28) 
v v s 
p 
with respect to changes in 6€ .. , 6u. 
]. J ]. 
where 
WO (29a) 
when ¢ 0 and if L < 0 = 0€ .. ox ox 6ei · 
J.J a: a: J 
and 
Wo t if tJ.e Aekt = 0€ .. a€kt J.J ij 
when ¢ = 0 and a2f L 6e 
0€ .. ox ox ij 
J.J a: a: 
> o, (29b) 
or ¢ < O. 
Alternatively, using equations (24) and ( 10), 




where 60. . is the stress increment associated with the strain increment 
1J 
6s. through tbe constitutive re"La.tions. 
1J 
This resu1t is the cta.ssica1 kinematic incrementa1 theorem, given in 
the form of Greenberg [4], [5]. 
If we now make use of equations (12), we may note that 
WO 1 -if fH(A)} = 2 c€ .. 0 6€ .. 6ek1 + min 
1J €k1 iJ 
( 31) 
subject to A 2: o. A 1terna ti ve 1y 
WO < WO 1 
-if 6e .. 6ekt + H(A) = 2 
(leij oek1 1J 
( 32) 




It follows then that for any given field 6e .. (x.) 
1J 1 
v = Jw0 (6€ij' A)dV - I 6Fi 6ui dV - r LlPi 6ui dS 
v v. s 
p 
and ~ is given by equation (28). V = ff· · if we Il).inimise 
( 33) 
( 34) 
-o W with respect 
to A in a pointwise fashion throughout the body, We may then further 
assert that the incremental solution is given by the least value of V 
with respect to the fields 6e .. , 6u. subject to equation (15) and with 
1J 1 
respect to A subject to A SO. This is the extended minimum princip1e 
given by Martin [16]. 
11. 
5. Cone Lusions 
The incremental theorems discussed above may be reduced to rate theorems. 
ALL terms in the functionals which are minimised are homogeneous and of 
degree two in the increments of strain and internal variables, and hence 
may be divided by (6t)
2
• In the Limit as 6t~o, we recover the rate 
minimum principles in terms of 
. . 
e: .. ' x,,,. 1J u. 
It has been demonstrated, therefore, that the minimum principles for 
the rate or incremental problem in the classical and extended form may be 
derived directly from the minimum principle given by Cotonetti [12], which 
in turn is derived from an application of the Helmholtz free energy minimum 
principle to the constrained equilibrium state achieved by time-independent 
plastic materials undergoing isothermal deformation. 
12. 
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The minimum work and maximum complementary wor k potentials for both time-inde-
pendent and time-dependent plasticity are reconsidered from the viewpoint of internal 
variable theories. It is shown that the minimum wor k and maximum complementary wor k 
can be bounded i n a simp le and direct manner. The bounds provide the minimum work 
and maximum complementary wor k under certain limitations. 
Introduction 
The development of bounding theorems in plasticity (see, for ex-
ample, Martin [l, 2].2 Hodge [3]. Maier [4, 5]) introduced the problem 
of determining bounds on work and complementary work for defor-
mation along strain and stress paths where only the ini tial and ter-
minal values are known. The bounding problem can be precisely de-
fined as follows, for both time-independent and time-dependent 
plasticity. 
Consider a homogeneously strained element of material of unit 
volume. Small, isothermal deformations are considered, and the strain 
and conjugate stress tensors are denoted by •ij and <lij, respectively. 
The element is subjected to some (unspecified) strain history <ij(t), 
0 5 t 5 T , subject to an unstrained (and unstressed) initial state <ij (O) 
= 0 and a given terminal strain •ij(T) = Eij· The associated stress 
history is <Jij(t), with <lij(O) = 0. The work done in deforming the 
material element in the period 0 5 t 5 Tis 
W(<ij) = J:T <lij(t)Eij(t)dt. 
We seek a wor k bounding function W(;ij) such that 
W(<;j) 5 W(<;j) 
for any choice of Eij = <;j(T) and any choice of 'ij(t). 
(1) 
(2) 
Similarly, we may impose a stress path <lij(t), with <J;j(O) = 0, <lij(T) 
= Uij, with an associated strain path •ij(t). The complementary work 
done in the period 0 5 t 5 T is 
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l!(uij) = J:T <;j(t)ir;j(t)dt. (3) 
We seek a complementary work bounding function Q(i"J;j) such that 
(4) 
for any choice of Uij = <lij(T) and any choice of <J;j(t) . 
Work bounding functions for several models of materials obeying 
specific constitutive equations have been derived (for example, Martin 
[l, 2]. Hodge [3]. Martin and Ponter [6]. Maier [4]. Soechting and 
Lance [7]). The problem has also been discussed in a general context 
by Ponter [8, 9] and Ponter and Martin [10]. In the latter approach 
the concepts of a minimum work path and a maximum complemen-
tary work path for given terminal strain and stress, respectively, were 
introduced. We then define the minimum work function W(<;j) as the 
work done along the minimum work path, so that 
W(<;j) = min ( W = J:T <lijEijdt:E;j (O) = 0, <;j(T) = Eij) (5) 
Similarly the maximum complementary work function O(u;j) is the 




and the minimum work and maximum complementary work functions 
are work and complementary work bounding functions, respectively; 
indeed , they are the optimal choices for the bounding functions. 
On the assumption that the material is stable in the sense of 
Drucker [11] (see [8-10] for details), several interesting properties of 
Wand {i were found. T he functions are both convex, and are potential 
functions in the sense that the derivative of W with respect to strain 
gives the terminal stress for the minimum work path, and the deriv-
ative of {i with respect to stress gives t he terminal strain for the 
maximum complementary work path. Further, the minimum work 
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path maps a path in stress space which is the maximum comple-
mentary work path for that terminal stress. These results indicate that 
Wand Q can be considered as the strain energy and complementary 
energy of a hypothetical, stable elastic material which bears a special 
relation to the plastic material. 
In this paper we present an alternative approach to the determi-
nation of bounding functions, based on an internal variable model of 
plasticity. We shall derive bounding functions for a fairly broad class 
of materials, and show that these bounding functions also possess the 
properties outlined in the previous paragraph. Under certain cir-
. cumstances the bounding functions are the minimum work and 
maximum complementary work functions. 
Internal Variable Model 
The model of the constitutive equations is based on the form given 
by Kestin and Rice (12] and Rice (13]. Consider an element of material 
of unit volume subjected to a homogeneous macroscopic strain <iJ and 
a uniform temperature 0. Changes in density are neglected. The work 
done by external agencies during a small change in strain d<;J is 
(8l 
where "ii is the stress tensor. 
The description of the material behavior is derived from a ther-
modynamic fundamental equation 
f = f(O , <iJ, ~a l, (9l 
where f is the Helmholtz free energy per unit volume and ~" ( "' = 1, 
. .... , nl are internal variables. The equations of state are 
at s= __ , 
ao 
at 
<lij = -· a.;1 
at 
X a = --· 
a~a 
(lOl 
wheres is the entropy per unit volume and X a are the internal forces 
conjugate to the internal variables. The reversible work occurring as 
a result of small changes in <ij, ~" under isothermal conditions is 
dWo = df = <Iijd<;j - Xad~a 
The entropy production rate 
. W-W0 Xa~a 
\=-- = -
0 0 
is required to be nonnegative. 
(lll 
(12l 
The internal variable model is completed by the addition of kinetic 
equations governing the rate of change of ~a · We shall suppose that 
these equations take the form 
1 aD x =----, 
a (p + 1) a~a (13l 
where D = D(~al is homogeneous and of degree (p + ll in the com-
ponents of ~a· The index p will be taken to be the reciprocal of an odd 
integer, so that 1 ?. p ?. 0. 
Equations (lOl and (13l describe a fairly wide class of materials, 
including linear viscoelasticity (p = l l, nonlinear creep (O < p < ll 
and time-independent plasticity (p = Ol. It should be noted that in 
the limiting case p = 0 the discontinuous nature of time-independent 
plasticity is apparent in the observation that aD/a~" is discontinuous 
at~ = 0. The values of X a = aD/a~" (which is homogeneous and of 
degree zero in the components of ~al for ~a c;C 0 form a hypersurface 
in the X" space which may be interpreted as a limit surface. When 
~" = 0, X" may take any value which lies within or on this limit sur-
face . The conventional yield surface of time-independent plasticity 
is obtained by mapping this limit surface into the stress space for given 
values of~" (see equations (37l for a direct relation between <IiJ , X a, 
~a l· 
Since D (~al is homogeneous and of degree (p + ll in L. we see that 
. 1 aD. .· 
Xa~a = ---:-~a = D(~al· 
(p + ll a~a 
(14l 
The thermodynamic restriction on the entropy production rate 
(equation (12ll requires therefore that D should be nonnegative, 
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vanishing if and only if~" = 0. We shall further assume that both f and 
Dare convex functions of their respective arguments. These are suf-
ficient conditions to ensure stability in the thermodynamic sense 
(Martin (14]) and in the sense of Drucker (11]. While it cannot be 
shown that the conditions are necessary for stability in the sense of 
Drucker, it is apparent that convexity off and D is not unduly re-
st rictive in the sense that it limits the model to a greater extent than 
Drucker's postulates. 
The Work Bounding Function 
We assume that at time t = 0 the material element is undeformed, 
such that <;j (Ol = 0, ~a(Ol = 0. Consider isothermal quasi-static de-
formation denoted by the strain path <;1(tl over t he time period 0 5 
t 5 T. The work done by external agencies as the element is deformed 
along this path is 
(15l 
We introduce a terminal strain constraint <;1(Tl = EiJ, and seek a 




The internal variable history ~a (tl and the terminal value ~"(Tl are 
not known. 
We choose to bound Win two steps. First, we adopt an arbitrary 
terminal value L = ~a(Tl, and seek the internal variable history ~a(tl, 
subject to ~"(Ol = 0, ~a(Tl = ~"'which gives the least value of 
I= J:T Xa(tl~a(tldt. (17l 
We then determine the appropriate value of ~a , say ~a . which mini-
mises 
(18l 
Consider two internal variable paths ~) 1 > (tl , ~,,< 2>(tl, both subject 
to ~a(Ol = 0, ~a(Tl =~a· From the convexity of D, at any instantt such 
that 0 5 t 5 T we may write 
D(U1>l - D (U2>J ?. (UO - ~" (2>) aD I 
a~a ~)21 
= (p + 1HU1> - U 2>Jx)2>. (19l 
Integrating over the interval (0, T ], 
J:T D(~a(l) l dt - J:T D(~a(2>)dt 
?. (p + ll for (UO - ~a <2>)X)2>dt. (20al 





Further, from equation (13l , a sufficient condition that Xa (2) is con-
stant is that 
i: (2) = ~a(Tl = ~a 
' " T T 
and is constant. This holds also for the case p = 0. 
(2ll 
Consequently a sufficient condition that I should be a minimum 
Transactions of the ASME 
is that we choose the path given by equation (21), in which case, using 
the homogeneity of D, 
I min= (' r Xa<2>~a<2>dt = (-1-) (' r aD 1. (h) dt 





In the case where p ,e 0, the argument may be extended to show that 
X a and ~a constant are also necessary for I to be a minimum; however, 
we do not need to make use of the result. 
After substituting equation (22) into equation (18) , we now consider 
(23) 
We now seek the value of ~a . say ~a. for which W has its least value. 
For p ,e 0, we proceed by variational methods. For arbitrary varia-
tions in ~a, 
• af I . 1 aD(~a) I . 
iiW=- ii~ +--- ii~ 
a~a f jjJo a TP a~a ~a a 
[ 
af I 1 aD (~a) I ) . = - +--- /j~ 
a ~a 1ij, Ea TP .a~a Ea a 
(24) 
Thus Wis stationary when the ~a(T) = ~" = ~"'where~" is given by 
the solution of the equation 
(25) 
Convexity of both f and D is sufficient condition that W will have a 
global minimum at the stationary value. 
We may now define 
- - 1 -
W( i';J) = f(<';J, 0 +-D(~a) , 
T P 
(26) 
and we are assured that provided~" is chosen according to equation 
(25), 
- rr 
W (i';j) ~ W = J o u;1(tlE;1(t)dt , (27) 
with <'ii = Eij (T) fixed. 
On considering variations in i';J, and using equation (25), we note 
that 
- af I _ [ af I 1 aD (~a) I ) a~" _ iiW=- oE;J + - _ + - --- _ -:- oE;J 
dEij EijJcr a~a fjj,~a T P a~a ~a dEij 
af I = - _ = Uij b°fij , 
iJEij fjj,~o 
(28) 
The stress Crij is the stress associated with the state i';j, ~ a· Equation 
(28) is sufficient to establish that W( i';J) is a potential function relating 
Crij and <'ij, where 
aw 
iTij = - _-
aEij 
(29) 
In the limiting case p = 0, W (equation (23)) exhibits a disconti-
nuity when~" = 0. We must recognize that for certain choices of <'ii 
the least value of W can occur for ~" = 0. Consider 
W (i';j, ~a = 0) = {( i';j, ~a= 0) (30a) 
and 
(30b) 
From the convexity of D (see equation (19), with ~"(!) = ii~"' ~" <2 > 
= 0) we note that 
(31) 
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where aD/a~a may be evaluated for any nonzero value of ~a· Hence, 
from equations (30) and (31), 
oW = W(<';J, ii~" ) - W(<'iJ, O) 
<:::(jl_J . +aD)o~" 
a~a li;,Ea=O a~" 
(32) 




Inequality (33b) will be satisfied if the internal forces X" associated 
with i';J, ~" = 0 are such that they lie within or on the hypersurface in 
X a space defined by the values of aD/a~a · In this case (33b) is the 
maximum plastic work inequality. This condition cannot be precisely 
defined without a specific form for D. 
Thus, for the case p = 0, we choose~" = 0 if inequality (33b) is 
satisfied. If not, equation (25) holds with p = 0. With proper recog-
nition of the manner in which~" changes with i';J, it can also be shown 
that equation (29) holds for p = 0. 
The Complementary Work Bounding Function 
Consider an element of material subject to a stress path u;1(t ), with 
u;j (O) = E;j (O) = ~a (O) = 0 and a terminal stress constraint u;1(T) = 
CriJ· The complementary work done along this path is 
I! = J:T EijUijdt. (34) 
We seek an upper bound Q on I!. 
In order to compute Q in the internal variable framework we in-
troduce the Gibb's function 
h = <JijEij - f(IJ, Eij, ~a). 
For small changes in the thermodynamic variables 
dh = (u;jdEij + E;jd<J;j) + sdlJ - <JijdEij + Xad~a 
= sdlJ + Eijd<Jij + Xad~a· 
This is a sufficient condition to establish that 
and that 
ah 
s = - , 
ao 




x - .!!!._ 




Further, on comparing equations (34) and (36) for isothermal defor-
mation, 
di! = Eijd<Jij = dh - Xad~a 
For the imposed terminal constraint u;1(T) = er;J, therefore, 
I!= J:T EijUijdt = h ler;j , ~ a (T)} - J: T Xa (t)~a(t)dt 
= hl er;j, ~a ( T)} - ll~ a (T)}. 
(38) 
(39) 
In order to bound I!, we first seek ~"(t ) which minimizes l for an ar-
bitrarily chosen ~a( T) = ~a· This is identical to the problem posed in 
equation (17) et seq., and hence we define 
(40) 
We now seek the largest value of fl . For arbitrary variations in ~"' 
when p ,e 0. 
• ah I . 1 aD (~") I . iii! =- /j~ ---- /j~ 
a ~a a;;.Ea a TP d~a Ea a 
( 
ah I 1 aD(~") I ) . = - - --- /j~ 
a ~a o-;;.Ea TP a~a Ea a 
(41) 
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Thus fl is stationary when L = ~a, where ~a is given by the solut ion 
of the equation 
:;J a;;.~. = ;P a~~~a) I ~-- (42) 
Convexity of both h and D is a sufficient condi t ion that fl will have 
a global maximum at the stationary value; convexity of h follows from 
convexi ty o ff. 
Thus we may now define 
- - 1 -
Q(iT;j) = h (iT;j, /;a) - - D (i;a) 
TP 
and , provided that ~a is chosen according to equation (42), 
- rr 
n(O-;j);::: n = J o <;j (t)ir;j (t)dt 
with <J;j( T ) = iT;j fi xed. 
(43) 
(44) 
Considering variations in iT;j , and using equation (25), we note that 
- ah I ( ah I 1 aD(i;al I j aL 15!1 =- 150-; · + - ----- -- 150-; 
a<Jij D"ij. £a J a~a Uij,£a TP iJ ~a £a aUij ) 
ah I = - _ = <;jl5iT;j. 
iJ Uij Uij,ta 
(45) 
The strain <;j is the strain associated with the state iT;j , ~a· Equat ion 
(45) is sufficient to establish that fl (iT;j ) is a potential function relating 





It is readily seen that Q and W are dual functions: for any choice 
of <;j we may calculate L from equation (25) and iT;j from equation 
(29); if we then use t his value of iT;j in equation (42) we determine 
precisely the same ~a. and equation (46) gives the original <;j. Further, 
from equations (26) , (43), and (35) we see that 
(47) 
In the limit ing case p = 0, fl also exhibi ts a discontinui ty when ~a 
= 0. It must again be recognised that for certa in choices of iT;j the 
greatest value of fl may occur for ~a = 0. T he argument closely par-
allels that given in equation (30) et seq., and will not be repeated in 
detail. We again choose ~a = 0 if 
where 
(Xa - Xa)l5~a;::: 0 
X a = aD (i;a) 
al;.,, 
is derived from any nonzero choice of !;a, and 
_ ah I X a=- . 




This cond ition will be satisfied when X a lies wi thin or on the limit 
surface in X a space. If inequality (48a) does not hold for arbitrary 15 /;a, 
!;a is chosen according to equation (42). Equation (46) also holds fo r 
p = 0, with proper consideration given to the manner in which ~"' 
changes with iT;j . 
Convexity of Wand f! 
Convexity off and D is suffic ient to show that vV (<;j ) and fl(i1;j) are 
convex functions of their respective arguments. It will suffice to 
demonstrate this for the work bounding function. 
Consider two terminal states <';j and <";j, and the correspond ing 
terminal internal variables~, a, ~,,.,, . If f (< ;j , !;a ) is convex, we may write 
!( _, t · ) f (_,, -,, ) > (-· _,, ) af I f: ij, i;- a - f ij , ~ a - f ij - f: ij - _ 
iJ f ij E"jj,f'cr 
+ (~'.,, - ~".,,) !LI . (49) 
' a~a t"u,£" a 
Similarly, if D(~al is convex, 
4 
D a'.,,) - D a "a);::: (~'.,, - ~"a) aD (i;a) I 
al;.,, ~". 
(50) 
Multiplying inequality (50) by l /T P, and adding inequalities (49) and 
(50), we see that 
+ a·a - ~") [!L I + _!_ aD I ]. (51) 
ai;a <";;. ~". T P ai;a ~". 
However, the last term vanishes in view of equation (25) or is non-
negative in view of equation (33b). Using equations (26) and (29), 
inequality (51) then becomes 
(52) 
which establishes that vV(<;j ) is convex. 
It may be noted in passing that, from equation (27) , 
W(<';j );::: vV(<';j) , (53) 
where W(<'ij ) is the work done along an ar bit rary strain path <;j (t) 
with <ij (O) = 0, <;j (T ) = <';j. Combining inequalit ies (52) and (53), 
_ awl 
W (<';j ) - W(<";j );::: (<';j - <";j ) - _- , 
iJf:ij E"ij 
(54a) 
or using equation (47), 
W(<';j ) + fl( a";j );::: iT";j<'ij· (54b) 
T his resul t was established by Mart in [l) fo r t ime-independent ma-
terials, and by Ponter (9] for t ime dependent materials. 
Realizability of Paths 
The internal variable history associated wi th t he work bounding 
function . 
. ~a 
l;a (tl = r ' (55) 
does not in general correspond to a history wh ich ca n in fact be 
achieved by the imposit ion of a strain path <;j (t ). It follows that vV(<;j) 
is less than the least work required to deform the material element 
through a strain history <;j (t) with <;j(O) = 0, <ij (T ) = <;j, or alte rna-
tively,.W(<;j ) is less than the work along the minimum work path. This 
does not affect t he ut ilisation of vV(<ij ) in the static and dynamic 
bounding theorems, although it may lead to loss in accuracy. 
T his result follows on noting that, from equation (10), 
. a2f . a2f . 
X a = -- <ij + - - !;Ii· (56) 
o<;ja l;a ai;aai;/i 
When X a(t ) = 0, following equations (20) , 
a2f a2f . 
- - E;j(t) = --- 1;/i (t) . (57) 
a<ijo l; a ai; aa i; /i 
For given ~.,, ( t ) = L IT , t hese equations cannot in the genera l case be 
inverted to give Eij( t) . 
In the exceptional case where these equations can be inverted , 
however, a strain path can be found which provides the required in-
ternal va riable history. In this case the work bounding function and 
the work along the minimum work path coincide. A majority of the 
specific models for which minimum work paths have been computed 
fall in to this exceptional case; in these specific models the plast ic 
strains and the in ternal variables coincide. For any model in which 
equation (57) can be solved for <;j (t ) the present approach will provide 
t he minimum work path and the working bounding funct ion will 
provide the minimum realizable work. 
In the cases where a realizable path is implied by ~a(tl constant, 
the internal force history can also be calculated. T he internal forces 
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are also constant over the interval 0 < t < T . Since X a(t :<> 0) = 0, and 
t he terminal value Xa = Xa(T) is given independently by 
_ ah I X =-a ' 
a~a Crij.!a 
(58) 
it fo llows that the function Xa(t), 0 :<> t :'> Texhibits discontinuit ies 
at t = 0 and t = T. Consider ing equations (13) and (42), we may 
put 
_!__. aD(~al I = aD(~a!T) I = (p + l)Xa(t). (59) 
TP a~a ~. a(~a!T) ~.IT 
T hus substituting equations (58) and (59) into (42) 
1 -
X a(t) = - - X a(t), 
p + l 
O<t<T. (60) 
T his result was given by Ponter [9] for Maxwell models of creep. 
Example 
It is instructive to rederive the result given by Ponter [9] for the 
generalized Maxwell model for nonlinear creep of metals. Consider 
isothermal , incompressible deformation of an element of unit volume. 
Let e;j be the strain deviator and Sij the stress deviator, replacing •ij 
and "ij, respectively. T he constitutive equations under consideration 
are conventionally given in the form 
(





where e;/, e,f are, respectively, the elastic and inelastic components 
of strain , G is the shear modulus, eo, so are constants with the d i-
mensions of strain rate and stress, respectively, and </> is homogeneous 
and of degree one in the components of (s;j/So). Noting that 
(62) 
we may fa irly readily establish that D is homogeneous and of degree 
(n + 1)/ n in the components of e;j. This implies t hat n = 1/p. 
Omitting reference to temperature 0, we may identify e;jP as the 
internal variable, and put 
(63) 
It is seen that 
(64a) 
af 
-- = -2G(e;j - e;jP ) = - S;j (64b) 
ae;jP 
Consequently, the forces conjugate to e;jP (equivalent to Xal are the 
S;j. Similarly, we see that 
(65) 
Then 
ah s;j ah 
- = - + €ijp = €ij, -- = Sij· 
as;j 2G ae;jP 
(66) 
Using equation (60), it may be seen immediately that Sij = S;j (t) , 
0 < t < T, is given in terms of a terminal stress 8;j by means of the 
re lation 
Sij = - 1- 8;j = _n_ Sij. 
p + l n + l 
(67) 
From equation (6lc), integrating over the interval (0, T], 
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(68) 
Thus, from equation (65), using the requirements that</> is homoge-
neous and of degree one, 
1 (n + 1) (§) = 
40 





Finally, referring to equation (43), equations (69) and (70) give 
!1(8;j ) = _!__. S;jSij + .!_ soeoT</>(n+i> [--n _ _ s;j}· 
4G n (n + 1) so 
(71) 
It fo llows then that 
1 (n + 1) [ n 8;j) a<1> ~ 
e;j = 2G Sij + - n- eoT</>n (n + 1) so (S ij ) 
a so /(n+l)§;;/so 
(72) 
This equation cannot be inverted without a precise definition of the 
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